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“For it matters to us what is said about us, who says it,
and to whom it is said...”i
Early field researchers of African folklore and mythology were more often
than not “men of the cloth.” These early missionaries to Africa were most likely
the first non-Africans to hear and document African folklore.2 The missionaries’
role in folklore studies is of great significance in that it has shaped what we
know of African cultures, and how we came to know them. From the start, men
defined what women’s aptitudes would be in tale telling. Women were
occasionally relied upon as informants, but they were grouped with children as
the tellers of amusing tales and sources of “gossip”; whilfe men were considered
more appropriate sources for “stories” and “yarns.”3 When women were relied
1 Maria C. Lugones and Elizabeth V. Spelman, “Have We Got a Theory for You!:
Feminist Theory, Cultural Imperialism and the Demand For The Woman’s Voice’,” in
Hypatia Reborn, ed. Azizah Y. Al-Hibri and Margaret A. Simons (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1990), 19.
2 Although Portuguese Christian missionaries were reported in North Africa as
early as 1491, the missionary as “field researcher” was not present until the 1800s as
explored in Philip Curtin and others, eds., African History ( New York: Longman, 1978}.
3 Claire R. Farrer, “ Women and Folklore: Images and Genres,” in Women and
Foikiore, ed. Claire R. Farrer (Austin: University of Texas, 1975), xvi.
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upon as informants outside their traditional realm of expertise, it was more often
as a last resort.4
Because the researcher has traditionally enjoyed a position of power
over the researched, it is most likely that African men did not share their entire
repetoire of orature with their European counterparts. It is almost certain that
what they did share was tempered to accommodate the researchers’
sensibilities. Given that creation mythology commonly contains scatological
detail in reference to the origin of the cosmos and first beings, it is a fair
assumption that this sacred orature was modified by lore tellers. Okpewho
comments, “Why indeed would any traditional storyteller tell a smutty tale to a
foreigner who showed no interest?”5 That is not to say that creation mythology
was not shared; we have collectanea that prove it was told to researchers. It
does, however, speak to the issue of early researcher bias, and the possibility
that there may be a significant body of creation mythology that was absent in
early research. Taken one step further, it is entirely probable that creation
mythology involving women, especially if there was scatological detail
associated with them, was altered or omitted. Whatever the case, women were
not widely included in the subject matter gathered by researchers, nor were
women usually called upon to participate as lore tellers. There was little
advancement made in the area of fieldwork practices including issues of
4 Claire R. Farrer, “ Women and Folklore: Images and Genres,” in Women and
Folklore, ed. Claire R. Farrer (Austin: University of Texas, 1975),vii-viii.
5 Isidore Okpewho, Myth In Africa (New York: Cambridge University Press,
1983), 6.
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women as reliable informants with valuable folklore until the 1950s.6
The importance of folklore is that it preserves a culture’s history, social
guidelines, and characteristics. The sacred subset of a culture’s folklore is its
creation mythology which comprises the defining principles of a culture’s
reality.7 Myths are recognized by the culture to be true, and are almost
universally set apart from other forms of folktales.s Raffaele Pettazzoni, through
his study of Native American myths, helps to illuminate the concept of “mythic
truth”:
It is thus evident that the myth is not pure fiction; it is not fable but history,
a “true story” and not a “false” one. It is a true story because of its
contents, which are an account of events that really took place, starting
from those impressive happenings which belong to the beginning of
things, the origin of the world and of mankind...
... Myth is true history because it is sacred history, not only by
reason of its contents but also because of the concrete sacral forces
which it sets going.9
It is not possible to understand culture when half of the vital information (in this
case women’s presence in creation mythology), is missing. Further more, it
would be irressponsible scholarship to attempt a presentation of information as
whole when it is, in fact, only half.
Modern folklorists, such as Jennifer Fox, are adamant that not only has
the field of folklore perpetuated negativism toward women, but that it has also
6 Claire R. Farrer, “ Women and Folklore: Images and Genres," in Women and
Folklore, ed. Claire R. Farrer (Austin: University of Texas, 1975), vii.
7 Lauri Honko, ‘The Problem of Defining Myth,” \n SacredNarrative, ed. Alan
Dundee (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984), 50-51.
8 William Bascom, The Forms of Folklore; Prose Narratives,” Journal of
American Folklore78 (Jan.-March 1965): 3-19.
9 Raffaele Pettazzoni,‘The Truth of Myth,” \n Sacred Narrative, ed. Alan
Dundee (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984), 102.
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been somewhat active in suppressing women’s voices and contributing to a
lack of concern about women’s issues.10 This position is shared by Rachelle
Saltzman who argues that feminist perspectives in the field of folklore are
challenged because “folklore theory and research have tended to privilege
male informants and masculine forms of expressive culture-even when women
and their lore are examined.’’ii Claire Farrer states that Europe was not alone
in stereotyping women:
The image of women dominant in American folkloristics is one of
creatures confined to hearth and home, conversant with charms and
cures and possessing various quaint beliefs. At times woman was seen
as a danger, a witch; other times she was a frivolous child interested in
games. She may have known and bequeathed a rich traditional
heritage, but information is sketchy concerning the extent of her folklore
repertoire. Her image was that of homebody: her behavior, even in areas
outside the home, was consistent with her image. 12
This male bias not only dominated field research, but also academic
publications. One of the most obvious areas where women are under¬
represented is in the publishing of journal and periodical materials written by
them and starring them as subjects. Claire Farrer reviewed articles in the
Journal of American Folklore from the initial publication in 1888 through the
1970s, and surmises that “folklore scholarship pertaining to women is not a new
10 M. Jane Young, and Kay Turner, “Challenging the Canon: Folklore Theory
Reconsidered From Feminist perspectives,” in Feminist Theory and The Study of
Folkiore, ed. Susan Tower Hollis, Linda Pershing, and M. Jane Young (Chicago:
University of Illinois Press, 1993), 10.
11 Rachelle H. Saltzman, “A Feminist Folklorist Encounters the Folk: Can Praxis
Make Perfect?” in Feminist Theory and The Study of Folklore, ed. Susan Tower Hollis,
Linda Pershing, and M. Jane Young (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1993), 51.
12 Claire R. Farrer, “ Women and Folklore: Images and Genres,” in Women and
Folklore, ed. Claire R. Farrer (Austin: University of Texas, 1975), xii.
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concern,”13 however, little changed in women’s representation as informants, or
the focus of study, in the JAF until well into the 1950s. According to her, the
1920s did see an increase in female authorship, but the subject matter of these
articles did not necessarily concern women. It was not until the 1950s that
women and women’s folklore did gain some attention with a doubling of the
number of articles about women as compared to the previous two decades.i4
In the 1960s the treatment of women with regard to folklore took a more
feminist approach. It is this history of women’s issues that has prompted
women, and some pioneering men, to undertake the task of varying the
traditional perspective of journals through the promotion of women’s research
and writings.
Current feminist researchers are concerned with more than increasing
the volume of published material addressing women’s folklore. They are also
focusing on the questions of power allotment in folklore scholarship and its
effect on what is considered worthy of study. Beverly Stoeitje lends her
expertise to the issue of women’s power in her analysis of the influence which
nationalism had on early scholarship. She emphasizes that in an attempt to
promote national unity, the tendency in scholarship was to homogenize culture
using stereotypes. Here she discusses the practical effect that nationalism,
patriarchy, and imperialism all have on the societal perception of women:
All of these have utilized gender differences to label the female
negatively and the male positively, and therefore to unify males and
subordinate females as the embodiment of evil, or as the weaker and
13 Claire R. Farrer, “Women and Folklore: Images and Genres,” in Women and
Folklore, ed. Claire R. Farrer (Austin: University of Texas, 1975), vii.
14 Ibid., viii.
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inferior of the two kinds of humans.15
Is it unreasonable to assume that non-African researchers would de-
emphasize, or perhaps ignore, the predominance of the African goddess in an
attempt to mirror in Africa what was happening in the European social system?
It is the dichotomization of symbols that lends itself to stereotyping of all kinds,
but perhaps most significantly to the stereotyping of genders and ethnicities.
Those in power begin to define what is consistent with the nationalistic goal,
and what is external to that goal. The concept of the “other” is defined by the
powerful hegemony, in this case the Euro-male researcher:
When the hierarchies are, in fact patriarchies, and consequently males
are in positions of power over women, the oppositional thinking parallels
patriarchal structures. Males become good, active, and powerful, and
women become evil, passive, and weak in parallel paradigms that spiral
into infinity. 16
These stereotypes have been played out in the choices scholars have made
regarding the study of women. Tale catalogues of wicked witches, dutiful wives,
and frail maidens are abundant, while stories including goddesses and creation
heroines are virtually absent from collectanea (European or othenwise). This
disregard for the goddess is inexcusable considering that the goddess who
transcends these stereotypes is not only prolific in African mythology, she is
central to it.
Kay Stone has written extensively on the subject of gender stereotyping
in folktales and argues that although women are often the central characters of
folktales, they rarely hold power. Older women are found in these roles more
15 Beverly J. Stoeitje, “Introduction: Feminist Revisions,” Journal of Folklore
Research 25 (Sept.- Dec. 1988): 146.
16 Ibid., 147-148.
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frequently, however, and when they do have power “most often it is of a kind
destructive to both heroines and heroes, because the older women are often
wicked stepmothers or witches.”i7 Although these stereotypes of women, and
the inequity of power they result in, are not originally part of African social
systems, they are presented to the western world as fact. When the occasional
African goddess is studied, the theories used are often those which presuppose
“primitive man’s” ignorance as evidenced by his “childlike” clingings to mother
worship.
Myths outline the process for reiigious activity and ritual. They also
“provide the models, and often the justifications, for a great variety of social
actions, including what constitutes correct human behavior.”i8 One of the
world’s foremost scholars on the study of myth, Mircea Eliade, provides this
comprehensive definition of a creation myth:
Thus, there is always a primordial history and this history has a
beginning: a cosmogonic myth proper, or a myth that describes the first,
germinal stage of the world. This beginning is always implied in the
sequence of myths which recounts the fabulous events that took place
after the creation or the coming into being of the universe...
... They reveal how the cosmos was shaped and changed, how
man became mortal, sexually diversified, and compelled to work in order
to live; they equally reveal what the supernatural beings and the mythical
ancestors did, and how and why they abandoned the earth and
disappeared. 19
It follows then that any outside tampering with, or misrepresentation of a
17 Kay F. stone, “The Misuses of Enchantment: Controversies on The
Significance of Fairy Tales,” in Women’s Folklore, Women’s Culture, ed. RosanA.
Jordan and Susan J. Kalcik (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1971), 127.
18 Serinity young, “Introduction,” in An Anthology of Sacred Texts By andAbout
Women, ed. Serinity Young (New York: Crossroad Publishing Co., 1993), xiii.
19 Mircea Eliade, “Cosmogonic Myth and‘Sacred History’,” in Sacred Narrative,
ed. Alan Dundee (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984), 141.
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culture’s creation mythology might produce negative consequences to the
members of that culture. If a gender group were grossly misrepresented, or
ignored, some of the culture’s essential social elements may be grossly
misunderstood by the researcher. This situation in folklore studies is a
reflection of the dynamics found in most other academic disciplines, and these
inequities have motivated feminists. Maria C. Lugones and Elizabeth V.
Spelman discuss the effects of cultural imperialism in the development of
feminist thought:
Feminism is, among other things, a response to the fact that women
either have been left out of, or included in demeaning and disfiguring
ways in what has been an almost exclusively male account of the
world.20
We must ask these questions: “Is it possible to be an outsider and still
relate the experiences of insiders?’’ “Is it possible to research a myth or mythic
cycle without reducing the meaning?’’ The answer to both questions is “yes,” if
you use sympathetic tools, including a feminist approach. Susan Tower Hollis
illustrates feminist theory in stating, “I’m accustomed to telling my students and
colleagues that scholars appear to have forgotten that theory is intended to
pose interesting questions, not give final, for-all-time answers.”2i There is no
right answer in choosing a specific vantage point from which to research a
myth. Conversely, there are less desirable theories which presuppose the
20 Maria C. Lugones and Elizabeth V. Spelman, “Have We Got a Theory for You!:
Feminist Theory, Cuitural Imperialism and the Demand For ‘The Woman’s Voice’,” in
Hypatia Reborn, ed. Azizah Y. Al-Hibri and Margaret A. Simons (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1990), 19.
21 Susan Tower Hollis, “Prologue,” in Feminist Theory and the Study of Foikiore,
ed. Susan Tower Hollis, Linda Pershing, and M. Jane Young (Chicago: University of
Illinois Press, 1993), 3.
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naivete of the studied culture and the omnipotence of the researcher. The
ethnocentric perspective of scholars has often been to “assume that the author
of the text was far more naive than we are, that the Greeks and Hindus (for all
their sophistication) didn’t really know where babies come from and thought
that people could fly if they strapped wings onto their shoulders.’’22
With respect to the study of folklore and mythology, scholars must fully
recognize the sacred and private nature of the stories. Myths and mythic cycles
are multifaceted and inextricably intertwined in cultural matters. Examining
elements of myth should not preclude the larger themes of myth with regard to
function and purpose. Percy Cohen believes that “it is essentially the splitting
up of the functions of myth which constitutes what we mean by a decline in its
significance.”23
Regarding the issue of power, one benefit of feminism is that it
encourages equality between researcher and researched, and it allows for a
broad range of coexisting perspectives. Feminist Margaret Mills explains:
The question of multiplicity of views and voices thus arises from all sides
and is central to our procedures and negotiations, both as feminists and
as ethnographers, in field encounters in which we show our activities as
worthwhile and trustworthy for those from which we learn, and in our
later, “written up” portrayals of those encounters by which we claim
professional legitimacy in the form of secure positions (intellectual and
economic).24
Wendy Doniger O’Flaherty wisely states that “anyone attempting to fathom a
22 Wendy Doniger O’Flaherty, Women, Androgynes, and Other Mythical Beasts
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980), 8.
23 Percy S. Cohen,‘Theories of Myth,” Man 4(1969): 352.
24 Margaret A. Mills, “Critical Theory and the Folklorists: Performances,
Interpretive Authority, and Gender,” Southern Folklore 47 (1990): 8.
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profound myth should be encouraged to make use of as many sources of
understanding as possible; this is the best way to avoid being brainwashed by
any one of them.”25 She explains further that “theoretical structures help us
when we are in a particular kind of trouble with a text (usually flooded by a
chaos of material); they should be abandoned when the text makes its meaning
clear in it’s own terms or when a different kind of trouble arises, calling for a
different tool.”26 As obvious as it seems, O’Flaherty has legitimized for the field
of folklore what my grandmother always told me: “Hold on a ‘sec’ I’ve got
something around here that’ll work on that.” The traditional methods of
research have focused on a linear approach to “discover the truth.” The “truth”
to be discovered historically has been the truth as defined by the hegemony of
the researcher. There has also been little allowance for a varying point of view,
or the voices of the researched.
Myths are the cornerstones of culture and it is clear that the treatment of
women in them is relevant to our understanding of culture. Researchers
historically, however, have not considered this topic to be of much importance.
In fact, during the course of my research, I rarely found any specific mention of
woman and her function in myth as set apart from man, or otherwise. When I
have found studies of African goddesses, more often than not, they have been
presented from the Euro- male vantage point. These studies have been
focused on uncovering the “strange and primitive” phenomena of goddess
worship, usually with graphic reference to “Venus-like” statuettes with
protruding breasts and buttocks. Given that woman is not only half of the
25 Wendy Doniger O’Flaherty, Women, Androgynes, and Other Mythical Beasts
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980), 5.
26 Ibid., 9.
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African cosmogonic pair, she is also a Supreme Being, her absence in the
published literature, and the treatment of her when she is considered is
inexcusable.
In this paper I will investigate women in what are less “traditional” roles,
those of the powerful African goddess. In this I hope to further feminist
scholarship in the field of folklore. It has been my observation that there is a
serious lack of information with respect to women in creation mythology in
general, and particularly in collections from non-European cultures. With
regard to African myths, there is comparatively little information outside of that
pertaining to Egyptian gods and goddesses. Because that information does
exist, I will focus my attention on the rest of the African continent. In no way is
my exclusion of Egyptian creation figures reflective of a belief that they are of
lesser importance. Therefore, my first task will be to provide a starting point by
reviewing theoretical approaches to folklore and mythology, and what has been
said about African goddesses and by whom. I will also provide an extensive
glossary of African goddesses and female culture heroes, for in fact, they do
abundantly exist. I hope to further aid future scholarship by exploring the
powerful roles of these goddesses through categorizing them by type and
function. Finally, I will cross-reference these goddesses by African culture
groups, and provide maps of the location of these groups who revere
goddesses by goddess type. It is my intention to provide a base from which
other scholars may launch their studies of the cosmic African female.
CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF THEORIES
As touched on previously, in the field of folklore, theories and theorists
abound. If I am advocating a deviation from the status quo, if I am calling for a
progressive (not a regressive) change, then I must attempt to make sense of the
theoretical mass of information that exists. I have chosen to follow the lead of
Isidore Okpewho in his categorization of theories regarding myth into the
ethnological, cognitionist, and taxonomist approaches. Using these three
approaches as a means of classifying theory we can more easily categorize the
amazing volume of information across academic disciplines.
The Ethnological Approach
The ethnological approach is characterized by an in-depth study of an
ethnic group or culture (including fieldwork), and the comparison and contrast
between cultures. The first movement within the ethnological approach was
euhemerism, a theory popularized by philosopher and historian David Hume in
the mid 1700s.i Euhemerism denies the possibility of creative thought on the
part of “primitive man.” It concludes that the characters in mythology were in fact
legendary living beings deified for their heroic nature or deeds. This theory
1 Euhemerism is named for the Sicilian writer Euhemerus, who wrote Sacred
History, during the fourth century B.C.E. In this work he describes Zeus as a mortal who
was in fact a Cretan traveling widely, and finally deified after returning to his homeland to
die. Isidore Okpewho, Myth In Africa (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 2.
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It has been the view of some scholars that the primitive mind
lacked the sophistication to conceive of a single supreme god in a
monotheistic religion; primitive man, inspired by personalities of old in a
variety of ways (wonder, terror, admiration, etc.), conceived a variety of
fabulous beings to personify his respective emotions and thereupon
submitted himself to this irrational pantheon in a polytheistic religion.2
The torch was carried in the late 1800s, a century later, by sociologist Herbert
Spencer. He considered mythology to be a reflection of the “primitive mind”
which, “Once excited by sensations of fear or hope, lost no time in imagining
bizarre beings that captured these sensations in forms reflective of his daily
experience.”3 It was Sir James George Frazer in the early 1900s, however,
who contributed the most to euhemerism. His study of what he called “Bantu
Africa” was extensive. He used the example of deified royalty, common among
the groups he studied, to promote his euhemorist ideology.4
Ethnography took a different approach in the late 1800s when Max
Muller began his study of linguistics in relation to folklore and mythology.
Muller’s solarist theory was based on the popular belief that European
languages were ultimately descendant from the language spoken by the
ancient Aryans who originated in India. This parent culture group had crossed
the continents leaving traces of their culture behind, including their mythology.
It was Muller’s hypothesis that over time the true meaning of the ancient
mythology had been lost by the Aryan descendants. These myths were “simply
ancient Aryan statements about the sun which had, by a ‘disease of language,’
2 Isidore Okpewho, Myth In Africa (New York; Cambridge




lost their meaning to later generations.”5 Although wildly popular, due to
publications including Jacob and Wilheim Grimm’s Fairy Tales published in
1812, the solarist theory left no room for exploration of the cultural diversity of
creation mythology, or the creativity of “primitive man.” The belief that the
Aryans left behind their mythology based on sun, moon, and other celestial
bodies, and that this was basically the material from which all other European,
African, and Asian mythology was cut, was easily disproved. Okpewho clarifies:
What killed it, largely, was the overwhelming evidence from both
ancient and contemporary research demonstrating that the age-old
rituals in honor of divinities across nations had a strictly agrarian import. 6
Interestingly, in the early 1900s overwhelming evidence was provided by
euhemorist Sir James George Frazer in his thirteen volume work The Golden
Bough. Focusing on Africa, he compared a tremendous mass of data and
summarized that the Egyptian god Osiris was in fact an agrarian god, not a solar
deity. This new focus in mythological research was called naturalism.7 Rather
than a linear digression, or “disease of language,” naturalists came to view
mythological history as a linear progression supporting the survival of a
culture’s basic values.s
A contemporary of Frazer’s, French sociologist Emile Durkheim
pioneered the approach of looking at the practical applications of myth. He




8 Frazer represents several schools of thought regarding mythology, including
the psychoanalyst approach regarding the theories of archetypes and collective
conscious. Ibid, 4.
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emphasized the relationship between myth and ritual, within the religious
structure. According to Durkheim the maintenance of a religious system must
have both the physical manifestation of the sacred (ritual), and the linguistic
manifestation of the sacred (myth). Both events contain elements of the
symbolic, and the literal.9
Building on Durkheim’s work, anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski
contributed to mythological study with his concept of function in relation to
mythic cycles. The function of a myth is how it relates to the social workings of
the culture and the role it plays in the maintenance of the social system. In
essence, the myths told within a society must have a practical application for the
members of that culture and “this network ensures the contentment and survival
of the social system.”io Through his own example he emphasized lengthy field
work, and a new approach that highlighted the societal needs of a culture
group. Malinowski placed the focus of mythology research away from the
interpretive whims of the researcher and back into the hands of the informants:
He knew of course that various informants often gave conflicting
views, but he still did not think that was reason enough for the scholar to
impose his judgment on the facts.11
Most recently Jan Vansina, best known as a historian, has continued the
functionalist trend. Okpewho discusses Vansina’s study of Rwandan royalty, in
which Vansina posits that social functions serve two purposes. One is the
maintenance of social fabric, and the other is social adaptation to its
9 Percy S. Cohen, Theories of Myth,” Man 4(1969): 343-44.
10 Isidore Okpewho, Myth In Africa (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1983), 21.11Ibid, 23.
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environment.i2 Despite the tendency of scholars to rely on social systems to
define myth, the practical application of this theory is difficult. Modem scholar
Serinity Young explains:
For instance, creation myths may proffer stereotypes of female and male
roles, but in reality actual women and men may diverge from these
assigned roles. 13
When cultures are studied in terms of the roles of its members there is rarely a
mirror image between those roles and the myth.
A split occurred amongst Malinowski’s followers in the late 1950s which
spawned a “structural-functionalist” perspective. Scholars, such as Edmond
Leach, and Raymond Firth, found that the social fabric of any given culture is
constantly in a state of transition. They adopted a process of studying cultures
at different stages of development rather than a “snap shot” approach. They
also emphasized that societies were essentially conflicted, and its members
were constantly vying for their individual interests, rather than harmonizing.
Emile Durkheim had melded the psychoanalyst belief in “collective
consciousness,” and the ethnological view of functionalism under his theory of
conflict-oriented anthropology.i4 Thomas Beidelman adopted this conflict-
oriented approach in his study of Kaguru tales in the 1960’s. His conclusion is
that tales are representative of conflicts, or potential conflicts, within society, and
12 Isidore Okpewho, Myth In Africa (New York: Cambridge University Press,
1983), 24.
13 Serinity Young, “Introduction,” In An Anthology of Sacred Texts By and
About Women, ed. Serinity Young (New York: Crossroad Publishing Co., 1993), xi.
14 Isidore Okpewho, Myth In Africa (New York: Cambridge University Press,
1983), 23.
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that they present possible outcomes for the cultural population.15 He sees
societies as a whole made up of individual interests, whereas Malinowskian
theory represents society as the whole manifested by a communal interest, or
‘‘functional unity.” Okpewho explains:
Many of the anthropologists working in Africa since the sixties adapt
approaches which are conflict- and change-oriented, and in their studies
of African oral narratives they give some attention to symbolic analysis as
a way of unraveling the complex representation of the equally complex
structures and outlooks of the societies.i6
These functionalists contributed abundantly to the view of cultures as self
sustaining entities rather than “primitive groups” merely plodding along toward
“civilized” life ways. The drawback to this approach is that it overwhelmingly
ignores the creative aspect of African orature.
Recently, Daniel F. McCall has investigated Durkheim’s theory that myth
is a function of society, particularly a reflection of a culture’s social structure. He
focuses on the Akan, Ibo, and Yoruba. He argues that if Durkheim were correct
in his theory, these three goddess-worshiping cultures would all be matrilineal
societies. In fact, he found that the Akan are matrilineal, and also contain
elements of bifurcated power in their political hierarchy with equally powerful,
yet gender specific offices. The male dominated office has control over military
matters, the female office oversees matters of ritual. The Ibo have examples of
both patrilineal and matrilineal descent systems and seem to prefer neither.
The Yoruba are patrilineal and women hold little power in the political or social




system.17 |t would seem that McCall has easily disproved Durkheim’s theory,
however, he explains his intention:
The purpose of demonstrating the lack of fit, in these cases, with
Durkheim’s theory is not to refute his arguments, but to point out that
West African societies are not blank sheets on which to impose a simple
formula. 18
He explains that if one looks at the early histories of the Akan, Ibo, and Yoruba,
one finds that as Neolithic cultures they had much more in common. Earth
goddess worship amongst these groups “are remnants of the Neolithic religion,
truncated and modified by later influences, in the Durkheimian manner.’’i9
James Preston agrees that “[h]umans evolved for millions of years in small
bands of hunter-gatherers who stressed equality among members.’’20 McCall
emphasizes that Neolithic cultures were dramatically influenced by iron age
invaders who brought sociopolitical organizations, such as kingships, with
them. He examines a possible explanation in the case of Yoruba society:
The conquerors took over the highest priestly office of the goddess,
imposed a cult of a male god, and manipulated myth to reduce the status
of the goddess and enhance that of their own god. This was the first
Yoruba kingdom, Ife, from which the others claimed to derive their
17 Daniel F. McCall, “Mother Earth: The Great Goddess of West Africa,” in




20 James J. Preston, “Conclusion: New Perspectives on Mother Worship,” in




There is the element of “time” discussed by McCall in terms of a culture’s true
history that influences the relationship between myths and our study of them.
This idea is similar to the metaphysical approach from Percy Cohen who argues
that “one of the important functions of myth is that it anchors the present in the
past:’22
The Cognitionist Approach
This approach is based on the mental and emotional states of man,
emphasizing thought processes and creative capabilities. It is much more
abstract than concrete, and has less to do with fieldwork than the ethnological
approach. The two major contributors to this late 1800s school of thought are
the founder of psychoanalysis, Sigmund Freud, and his student Carl Jung.
Freud’s theory of wish fulfillment was directly applied to mythology in an
attempt to explain the existence of myths. He theorized, through direct
observation of his patients, that man’s fantasies were largely socially deviant
sexual desires which manifested themselves in dreams. The cornerstone of his
theory had to do with the Greek myth of Oedipus, wherein Oedipus kills his
father to marry his mother. This scenario represented a wish fulfillment fantasy
Freud termed the Oedipus Complex. According to Freud, the sexualized wish
that the father would die so that the child could possess the mother was
common to man. Myths are “like creative literature, an imaginative
21 Daniel F. McCall, “Mother Earth: The Great Goddess of West Africa,” in
Mother Worship, ed. James J. Preston (Chapel Hill; University of North Carolina Press,
1982), 313.
22 Percy S. Cohen, “Theories of Myth,” Man 4 (1969); 349.
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experience”23 which, he analyzed, were “primitive man’s” manifestations of
wish fulfillment through the unconscious. One difficulty this theory presents is
that of generalizability outside the European setting. In order for Freud’s theory
to be applicable, the social structure of the family must be the traditional
European nuclear family; one father, one mother, and one child (or perhaps
siblings). In the 1950s, Melville and Jan Herskovitz discussed this problem
using the context of their work in Benin (Dahomey) among the Fon:
In their Dahomean Narrative the Herskovitses examine several
Dahomean tales against the background of the traditional polygamous
family and its power structure and come to the following conclusions.
Because in such a household there are many children vying for the
patronage of their father, the rivalry is more between children than
between child and parent: there is more “sibling rivalry” than patricidal
urge. 24
Freud also commented on goddess worship specifically. He argued that man’s
wish for reunification with the mother was evidenced by goddess worship in
“primitive” societies.25 Again, Freud describes man as motivated only through
unconscious desire and therefore unable to think rationally where myth is
concerned.
Jung split with his mentor over Freud’s refusal to stray from theories of
sexualization. Jung instead adopted a theory that encompassed a “higher
level” of humanity. He was, unfortunately, overtly racist in his definition of what
and whom was capable of reaching that “higher level.” He contended that white
23 Isidore Okpewho, Myth In Africa (New York; Cambridge University Press,
1983), 9.
24 Ibid.,13.
25 James J. Preston, “Conclusion: New Perspectives on MotherWorship,” in
Mother Worship, ed. James J. Preston (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1982), 328.
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men comprised the “civilized race,” and were capable of directed thinking,
whereas black men, an “uncivilized race,” were only capable of non-directive
thought. His belief was that “savage man,” including African peoples of his era,
built tales or myths around archetypes:
The myths are made up of primordial symbols or archetypes
(otherwise called mythologems), which are not whole tales but rather
nuclear concepts around which tales are built: such is the child
archetype or the return to the origins which may be found in a variety of
heroic lore across the world.26
Jung’s universalist approach to myth is also evidenced in his belief that the
human psyche produces an archetypal mother figure. Goddess worship is the
result of this universal ideal. Here again, the psychoanalyst perspective
discredits man’s ability to create myth, and instead assumes man is a slave to
the unconscious manifestation of archetypes. Preston discredits Jung’s
reliance on the mother archetype:
Unfortunately, Jung ignores the cultural contexts of the mass of symbols
he musters to prove his contention of a universal feminine archetype.
He treats symbols as though they were floating, disconnected entities
separated from sociocultural realities.27
To his credit, Jung later attempted to recant some of his racist ideology.
however, he had already alienated himself from academic peers (such as
26 Isidore Okpewho, Myth In Africa (New York: Cambridge University Press,
1983), 12.
27 James J. Preston, “Conclusion: New Perspectives on Mother Worship,” in
Mother Worship, ed. James J. Preston (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1982), 328.
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William Bascom) over the issue.28
The next wave of cognitionist theory was headed by the symbolists in the
early to mid 1900s. Although symbolism had been prominent in the theories of
Freud and Jung, it was Ernst Cassirer who concluded that symbols were central
to all culture. He saw myth as symbolic of reality. The elements within a myth
are a representation of the underlying abstract idea (similar to Jung’s universal
archetypes). Cassirer attributed myths to a reflection of man’s social reality
through the use of complex thought and language. Unfortunately, he also
posited that thought could be placed on a continuum of primitive to civilized,
and African thought was squarely placed at the “primitive” end of the scale.
Victor Turner investigated symbolism in African myth through his study of
the Ndembu in Zambia. He indicated that symbols he found within that culture
were extremely complex and multifaceted. Several concepts could be
referenced by a single symbol, or in reverse, a single symbol might invoke a
myriad of meaning to the culture’s members.29 The fact that Turner, a non-
African, was capable of understanding the complex symbolic structure of the
Ndembu gave further credence to Jung’s “universal archetype” theory without
perpetuating Jung’s racist ideology.
James Preston builds on Turner’s approach and provides a helpful
conception of the goddess as a mother figure. He indicates that there are four
possibilities regarding mother goddess worship in relation to culture:
Mother deities may be (1) reflections of sociocultural realities, (2) models
to be imitated by humans, (3) opposites inversely related to their human




counterparts, or (4) idealized extensions of motherhood as conceived
and practiced in empirical reality.so
This more flexible, and realistic, approach to the study of the mother goddess is
a progression toward cultural understanding. It emphasizes the complexity of
the goddess rather than focusing on limiting her role and power. He argues that
the level of analysis given each goddess will also reveal both her universal
symbolism, and the culturally exclusive aspects of her.3i
The Taxonomist Approach
This approach focuses on the elements of folktales or myths, and their
relationships to one another. Typically the tale or myth is dissected into parts
and compared to the whole or other parts. The first group of scholars to concern
themselves with this approach are the diffusionists. These scholars argued that
any similarities between cultures were directly related to cultural contact either
through trade, geographical proximity, warfare, or other contact between
peoples.
In the late 1800s Theodor Benfy and Emmanuel Cosquin were both
interested in tale transmission, particularly to and from India. Benfy followed the
route of tale transmission from India westward, past to present. Cosquin traced
tales from present to past in an attempt to corroborate Benfy’s hypothesis that all
tales originated in India. He found, however, that Egyptian culture predated
30 James J. Preston, “Conclusion: New Perspectives on MotherWorship,” in




Indian culture, therefore India could not be the culture of origin for all folklore.32
Diffusionists owe the greatest debt, however, to Kaarle Krohn and his
student, Antti Aarne for their contribution of a tale classification system known as
“tale typing.” This process allowed any tale to be broken down into smaller
units and compared to other tales in hopes of finding similarities and thus a
verifiable route of transmission. Later Antti Aarne would take this process one
step further through collaboration with his student Stith Thompson. Together
they published The Types of The Folktale, a multi-volume work categorizing
tales throughout Europe. In the 1950s Stith Thompson again moved fonward in
publishing the Motif- Index of Folk Literature, which allowed the comparison of
tales by units called “motifs.”33 To his credit, Thompson began a focus on other
world areas.
Although diffusionist scholars provided a wealth of information about
folklore, they virtually excluded the folklore and mythology of Africa. Fortunately,
many Africanists revised the racist attitudes of this approach by cataloging
African tales which would then discount theories that the “primitive” were unlike
the “civilized.” Scholars such as May A Klipple,34 Kenneth Clarke,35 Winifred
32 Isidore Okpewho, Myth In Africa (New York: Cambridge University Press,
1983), 15-16.
33 Ibid.,16.
34 May Augusta Klipple, Gariand Folklore Library, Vol. 3, African Folktales With
Foreign Anaiogues. (New York: Garland Publishing, 1992)
35 Kenneth W. Clarke, “A Motif-Index of The Folktales of Culture Area V West
Africa” (Ph. D. diss., Indiana University, 1958)
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Lambrecht,36 and E. Ojo Arewa37 committed themselves to the cataloging of
African folklore. Each published works typing those tales and thus salvaged
some of the positive traits of diffusionism. A great deal of what we know about
African folklore we learned from these pioneers.
The diffusion ist school of thought has been fraught with controversy, the
apex of which was the battle in the late 1960s between Richard Dorson and
Alan Dundee over African folklore in the Americas. Dorson claimed that no
more than 10% of African American folklore hailed from African origin. Dundee
exploded over Dorson’s claim and argued that not only was the total much
higher, but that Dorson was configuring his own data to promote his racist
ideology.38 it was not until Dorson made a month long trip to Africa that he
began to change his ideas.39
Again, a significant drawback of this dissection of folklore is that it
dehumanizes myth, virtually ignoring the creative process of folklore.
Diffusionists also had an underlying ideology positing that tale diffusion began
with more civilized cultures, and ended with the less civilized. Diffusionist
theory, although admirable in its Herculean undertaking, has not succeeded in
its intention of providing a reliable tool to track the transmission of folklore. At
most, one can perhaps make general statements about the popularity of certain
36 Winifred Lambrecht, “A Tale Type Index For Central Africa” (Ph. D. diss.,
University of California, 1967)
37 Erastus Ojo Arewa, “A Classification of The Folktales of The Northern East
African Cattle Area By Types” (Ph.D. diss., University of California at Berkeley, 1966)
38 Isidore Okpewho, Myth In Africa (New York: Cambridge University Press,
1983), 19.
39 Mary Arnold Twining, personal communication to author, telephone
communication, Austin, Tx., 15 April 1999.
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types of tales and the geographic location where these certain types of tales are
more or less popular. These indices, however, have failed to point to tale
origins, which was their intent. The most valuable element of diffusionism is its
by-product, the “motif,” which provided a starting point for comparative study of
myths including non-European ones. There certainly is much to be said about
the commonalities in tales and myths worldwide, which emphasizes both the
common concerns and common creativity of cultures, and speaks directly to the
concept of humanism.
Another subset of the taxonomist approach is formalism, associated
primarily with Russian scholar Vladimir Propp. Propp studied tales by breaking
them down into small units he called “functions.” He then organized the plot
elements into 31 possibilities. According to Propp, each tale has a plot which
can be studied through the analysis of its functions. These functions relate to
the roles each character in a tale plays and the predictable stages of plot
development each tale manifests.40 This theoretical perspective was highly
influential on Alan Dundes who used Propp’s work in his study of Native
American tales.4i His research of “motifemes” led him to conclude that folklore
could provide the researcher a base from which to draw conclusions about the
social structure and values of a culture. He also replaced the focus on the
creativity of the narrator of folklore, in explaining that in many African tales it is
the participation between the lore teller and the audience that is most
40 Isidore Okpewho, Myth In Africa (New York: Cambridge University Press,
1983), 31-33.
41 Alan Dundes. “Structural Typology in North American Indian Folktales,”
Southwestern Journal ofAnthropology 19 (1963): 121-130.
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significant .42
Marion Kilson continued with formalist scholarship in her research
amongst the Mende of Sierra Leone. She was able to further reduce Propp’s
31 functions to only 3 “phases” for each tale. She sets forth an initial stage
whereby the the characters are introduced and the situation is explained; a
medial stage in which the characters set about resolving the problem set forth in
the previous stage; and a final phase in which the characters obtain some
resolution, reward, or punishment.43
Claude Levi-Strauss is more difficult to fit into any one category. His
theory is as complex as the myths themselves. As a taxonomist, Levi-Strauss
was able to break myths down into simple sentences, which he then
categorized into “bundles of relationships.” 44 These small sentences once
categorized present themselves in the form of a pattern of repetition. Through
analysis of these relationships and patterns, Levi-Strauss determined that
myths operated on several different levels which he likened to the complexity of
language or music. As an ethnologist, he challenged the diffusionists’ focus on
tale transmission, and focused on gathering as many versions of the tale as
possible:
Thus our model eliminates a problem which has been so far one
of the main obstacles to the progress of mythological studies, namely, the
quest for the true version, or the earlier one. On the contrary, we define
the myth as consisting of all its versions; to put it otherwise: a myth
42 Isidore Okpewho, Myth In Africa (New York: Cambridge University Press,
1983), 35.
43 Ibid., 34.
44 Claude Levi-Strauss, ‘The Structural Study of Myth," In Myth: A Symposium,
ed. Thomas A. Sebeok (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1958), 53.
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remains the same as long as it is felt as such.45
As in a musical score, the reiteration of themes creates a recognizable pattern,
even when several versions of the myths are analyzed.
Myths operate on many levels including relationships with time. They
convey a sense of past, present, and future. They also contain both literal and
metaphorical referents. From the psychoanalyst perspective, Levi-Strauss
contributed that one interpretation of myth is at the unconscious level in
accordance with Jung’s archetypal approach:
Whatever our ignorance of the language and the culture of the people
where it originated, a myth is still felt as a myth by any reader throughout
the world.46
Through his exploration of the universality of myths, Levi-Strauss was able to
refute the racist philosophies of many scholars. His research indicated that the
thought process required of man to create mythology, as well as to understand
it, was equally sophisticated as the thought process required to do modern
science. The difference, he noted, was simply in the “nature of things to which it
is applied.”47
Conclusion
Folklore scholarship has been multifaceted and complex. I have
presented an overview of the three perspectives of the ethnologist, the
45 Claude Levi-Strauss, “The Structural Study of Myth,” In Myth: A Symposium,
ed. Thomas A. Sebeok (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1958), 57.
46 Ibid.,52.47Ibid., 66.
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cognitionist, and the taxonomist. Although the methods used by each approach
are varied, one consistent element is the racism underlying the theories of early
scholars, and their focus on the intellectual shortcomings of “primitive man.”
Fortunately, scholars such as Bronislaw Malinowski, Victor Turner, and Claude
Levi-Strauss began to focus on the complexity of myth, and the necessary
intelligence and creativity mythmaking requires. Levi-Strauss also influenced
the idea of interdisciplinary study of myth, a tremendous step toward the
understanding of culture.
Another shortcoming of early research has been the de-emphasis on
women: their social roles, their reflection in folklore and mythology, and their
participation in the research process. I agree with Beverly Stoeitje’s comment:
Therefore, research on culture and society, for example, must recognize
gender and investigate both the female and the male as well as the
interactions between the two.48
The research has been heavily weighted by male concerns and points of view.
Therefore I will take up Stoeitje’s challenge by focusing on the female concern.
My research is designed to further feminist scholarship by compiling an
extensive list of African goddesses, which I accomplished by pouring over a
multitude of issues from academic journals (approximately 350) across
disciplines. I have also completed an extensive review of other encyclopedias
of deities compiled by others. I am very grateful to them for their hard work. I
identify this first aspect of my research as a taxonomist undertaking. My second
task is to help these goddesses speak to us about their roles, and their power;
be it beneficial or malevolent, life creating or destructive. The 32 categories I
propose follow the information available about these powerful women. I have
48 Beverly J. Stoeitje, “Introduction: Feminist Revisions,” Journal of Folklore
Research 25 (Sept.- Dec. 1988): 141.
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not interpreted their roles as good or bad; I have no intention of judging the
goddess. This second task falls more in line with the ethnographic approach.
Finally, I provide a cross referencing system by listing African culture groups
with goddesses, and locating these groups on maps for a geographical
presentation which will illustrate her ubiquity.
CHAPTER THREE
AFRICAN GODDESSES AND CATEGORIES
The following catalogue of African goddesses includes information about
each goddess including reference to the type of goddess she is. I have
compiled a list of 32 goddess types. In creating these categories I have tried to
let the goddesses speak by creating divisions where the goddesses themselves
have voiced their specific roles. This list reflects categories relevant to her
function as well as her significant characteristics. Most goddesses are
classified in more than one category, which illustrates the complexity of these
powerful women. Unfortunately, a lack of information has made it impossible to
categorize a few goddesses. Following each category I have presented a total
number of goddesses who share this classification.
African Goddess Types
1. Supreme Being/Female aspect of the Supreme Being 13
2. Cohort/ Wife of the Supreme Being 13
3. Sister/Daughter/Granddaughter of the Supreme Being 15
4. Creation goddess/Mother goddess 60
5. Goddess associated with death or the underworld 31
6. Celestial goddess (moon, sun, heaven, Pleiades, morning star,
evening star, planets) 59
31
32
7. Earth goddess 40
8. Water goddess (river, lagoon, sea, swamp) 48
9. Goddess associated with trees or forests 9
10. Agriculture/Harvest goddess (corn, yams) 25
11. Hunting/Fishing/Foraging goddess 11
12. Weather goddess (thunder, lightening, rain) 13
13. Benevolent goddess (goodness, morality, positive conduct,
protection, safety) 47
14. Goddess associated with the life cycle (birth, fertility, procreation,
resurrection) 39
15. Goddess associated with wealth (property, belongings), or power 14
16. Goddess associated with violence or war 4
17. Malevolent goddess (chaos, disorder, evil, immorality, misfortune,
negative conduct, trouble) 16
18. Goddess associated with justice or punishment 9
19. Goddess associated with magic, or divination 4
20. Goddess associated with prophecy, fate, or destiny 7
21. Goddess associated with love, sex, or relationships 11
22. Goddess associated with women (femininity, beauty, women’s
behavior, menstruation, menopause, pregnancy) 18
23. Goddess associated with maladies (disease, physical abnormalities,
and illness) 16
24. Goddess associated with healing 3
25. Goddess associated with a specific landmark, location, or direction
25
33
26. Ancestor goddess/Goddess associated with mediating between the
gods and man/Goddess linking the divine and the secular 20
27. Deified royalty/Goddess associated with a particular lineage 5
28. Goddess as first being 16
29. Goddess associated with ritual, dance, music, or ceremony 27
30. Shape shifting goddess (buffalo, crested crane, crocodile,
hippopotamus, humpbacked, lioness, mantis, mermaid, mist,
rainbow, river, rock rabbit, scorpion, snake, swamp, tiny woman,
tortoise shelled, young woman) 29
31. Fire goddesses 2
32. Goddesses with miscellaneous associations (light, night, salt,
goddess as virgin) 4
African Goddesses
Sample entry: Goddess name- (culture of origin- area in which culture is
located) Information about the goddess. Alternate forms or references.
[Bibliographic reference] #’s signifying goddess type/ category
Abe- (Fon- Benin) Abe is associated with water. She is the daughter of Sogbo.
[Ann and Imel, 1993] 8
Abena Budu- (Effutu- Ghana) She is associated with a white rock in the water.
She is believed to cause drownings if she is not appeased. [Ann and
Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 8, 16, 25
Abenawa- (Effutu-Ghana) She is a benevolent water goddess, known for
aiding fisherman. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 8,11, 13
Aberewa- (Asante-Ghana) She is known as “Old Woman Earth.” She is
associated with infertile, or unproductive soil. See also Asase Yaa.
[Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992; Parrinder, 1949] 7, 10
Aberewa Awukuwa- (Asante- Ghana) She is the goddess of the Aberewa river.
[Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 8, 25
34
Abowie- (Effutu- Ghana) Goddess associated with healing. She specializes in
issues of fertility. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 14, 24
Abuk- (Dinka- Sudan) Abuk is a mother goddess. She is the protector of
women and all that women produce. The goddess was created in
miniature. She grew to human size overnight in a pot. She took the
meager single kernel of corn allowed humans, and ground it into meal.
It is believed that if it hadn’t been for Abuk’s thriftiness the human race
would have starved to death. Her sacred symbol is the snake.
Sometimes she is considered the mother/wife of Deng. [Ann and Imel,
1993; King, 1986; Leach, 1992; Mbiti, 1970; Monaghan, 1981] 4, 13, 22
Abu-mehsu- (Akan-Ghana) She is a river goddess. Her husband is Bobowissi,
the god of thunder, lightening and rain. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach,
1992] 8
Acek- (Dinka- Sudan) She is associated with fertility and life. She may be the
cohort, or the female aspect of Nialic. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992]
2,14
Afrekete- (Fon- Benin) She is the protector of the sea. She is the youngest
daughter of Agbe and Naete. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 8, 13
Agada- (Fulbe/Soninke- West Africa) Agada is one aspect of the goddess
Wagadu. She manifests this aspect when she is facing West. She is
depicted as a reincarnated goddess who disappeared four times due to
man’s transgressions. Also, Dierra, Ganna, and Silla. [Ann and Imel,
1993; Frobenius, and Fox, 1983] 15, 25
Agbe- (Fon- Benin) She is the goddess daughter of Mawu and Lisa.
[Manyoni, 1993] 3
Aha Njoku- (Ibo- Nigeria) She is a food goddess specific to yams. She
supervises all activity, and behavior of women wherever there are yams.
[Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 10, 22
Aizu- (Fon- Benin) She is a sky goddess. Like her sister, Akazu, she protects
treasures and belongings. She is the daughter of Mawu and Lisa. [Ann
and Imel, 1993; Leach 1992] 3, 6, 13, 15
Aja- (Yoruba/lbo- Nigeria) She is a forest goddess who teaches the Yoruba
about homeopathy. To the Igbo she is the daughter of god and the
protector of crops. Also Ake, Ala, andAna. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach,
1992; Mbiti, 1970] 3, 9, 10, 13, 24
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Aje- (Idoma- Nigeria) Aje is an earth goddess. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach,
1992] 7
Akazu- (Fon- Benin) Akuza is a sky goddess. She and her sister, Aizu, are the
guardians of people’s treasures. She is the daughter of Mawu and Lisa.
[Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 3, 6, 15
Ake- (Ibo- Nigeria) AlsoAja, Ana, Ala. [Mbiti, 1970}
Akpitoko- (Ga- Ghana) She is the Kple-dancing goddess of the Ga. [Ann
and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 29
Ala- (Ibo- Nigeria) She is the Mother Earth who is most often depicted
with her children. She is responsible for a variety of things including
fertility, the production of all life sustaining elements, moral conduct,
establishment of social and legal constructs, and death. In this respect
she is also recognized as queen of the underworld. Her worshipers offer
sacrifices to her at planting time, when trees begin to bear their fruits, and
at harvest. Special huts, called Mbari, are erected for her, and are used
in purifying rituals. It is believed that crimes and abnormal births are
personally offensive to her. Today in Nigeria her name is used in courts
of law during oath taking. Also Ana, Aja, Ale, Ake. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Leach, 1992; Manyoni, 1993; Mbiti, 1970; McCall, 1982; Monaghan,
1981; Parrinder, 1949] 4, 5, 7, 13, 14, 18, 22
Alasho-Funfun- (Ibadan- Nigeria) She is a creator Goddess. [Ann and Imel,
1993] 4
Alo- (Ibo- Nigeria) She is the earth mother. Her husband, Eze Chite Okike, is
the sun. Her son, Igwe, is the sky. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992]
4,7
Ama- (Jukun- Nigeria) She is considered both an Earth mother, and the
goddess of the underworld. She provides a resting place for the dead.
She is associated with justice. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992]
4, 5, 7, 18
Amakiri- (Okrika- Nigeria) She is an earth mother. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Leach, 1992] 4, 7
Amauneit- (Tanzania/Kenya) This goddess is the creator of humans. [Ann and
Imel, 1993] 4
Amelenwa- (Akan- Ghana) She is a river goddess known for her unforgiving
demeanor. Her husband is Bulakpole. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Leach, 1992] 8
Amou- (Dinka- Sudan) Amou is responsible for the link between the earthly
and the divine. She is man’s daughter who marries God’s son. [Deng,
1974] 26
Amponyinamoa- (Akan- Ghana) Earth goddess who blesses patrons with
longevity. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 7, 13
Ana- (Ibo- Nigeria) Also Ala, Aja, and Ake. [Mbiti, 1970]
Ane- (Ibo- Nigeria) She is the Earth mother of the Ezza people. [Ann and Imel,
1993; Leach, 1992] 4, 7
Ani- (Ibo- Nigeria) She is an Earth goddess with many different associations.
She concerns herself with all matters of fertility and reproduction, as well
as the underworld, and moral development of her patrons. She may also
be associated with agriculture. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992]
5, 7, 10, 13, 14
Anyigba- (Ewe- Togo) In translation she is the “mother of little children.” She is
associated with offspring, crop production, and good fortune in hunting
and survival. She may also inflict disease. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach,
1992] 4, 10, 11, 14, 23
Aprija- (Nkum- Nigeria) She is an Earth goddess who protects crops. She is
considered a benevolent goddess who responds in times of crisis. [Ann
and Imel, 1993; Mbiti, 1970] 7, 10,13
Araua- (Dorobo -Kenya) She is the moon goddess. She is considered either
sister, or mother of the sun, Asis. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992;
Mbiti, 1970] 6
Arava- (Dorobo- Kenya) Arava is a moon goddess. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 6
Asaasa Aberewa- (Akan- Ghana) She is the goddess of the underworld. She
manifests herself in different forms, including a scorpion and snake. Her
sacred day is Thursday. See also: Asase-Yaa, Asase Afua, Asase Efua.
[Ann and Imel, 1993] 5, 30
Asante Death Goddess- (Asante- Ghana) She is the goddess of death. She
challenged Number Eleven (Asante culture hero) to a test. Number
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Eleven was victorious which seated him among the lesser gods. [Ann
and Imel, 1993] 5
Asase Afua- (Akan- Ghana) She is the goddess of fertility and procreation.
She is associated with Nyambe. Her sacred day is Friday. She is
also considered the goddess of the undenvorld. See also: Asaasa
Aberewa, Asase Efua, Asase-Yaa. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 5,14, 21
Asase-Yaa (Asante- Ghana; Krachi- Togo) In translation she is “earth
Thursday.” She is a creator and also the goddess of the underworld.
She gives life and provides a place for those who have died to return.
She is associated with the planet Jupiter. In Togo mythology, Asase Ya
is the earth. Man lived between Asase Ya and Wulbari (heaven). Man
irritated Wulbari so much that he left and since that time has resided high
above Asase Ya in the heavens. See also Aberewa. [Ann and Imel,
1993; Cardinall, 1970; Leach, 1992; Learning, 1994; Mbiti, 1970;
Manyoni, 1993; McCall, 1982; Monaghan, 1981; Parrinder, 1949;
Sproul, 1979] 4,5,6,7
Ashiakle- (Ga- Ghana) She is a lesser sea goddess in the Accra area. [Ann
and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 8
Asia- (Senegambia/Sengal- Guinea; Gambia) She is an earth goddess. [Ann
and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 7
Atai- (Efik/lbibo- Nigeria) She is a creator goddess. She is said to be
responsible for disagreements among children. Atai’s husband is
Abassi, the creator god of the Efik. She interceded on man’s behalf with
Abassi, convincing him that humans were harmless creatures who
should be allowed to live on the earth rather than in heaven where
Abassi could watch them closely. Humans, however, became self-
sufficient and began to procreate. In order to keep their behavior in
check, she sent death to them, therefore she is responsible for man’s
mortality. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Beier, 1966: Leeming, 1994] 2, 4, 5, 26
Atete- (Galla- Ethiopia) She is a goddess of creation, and is responsible for
giving humans tools with which to work and thrive. She governs the
fertility of humans. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 4,14
Atida- (Lango- Uganda) She is associated with hunting, fighting, and rain. In
Lango mythology she is the female aspect of the god, Jok. Her sacred
symbol is the Banyan tree. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992]
9, 11, 12, 16
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Ato- (Yoruba- Nigeria) She is one of the many grandchildren of Oya. She is
the wielder of Oya’s sword. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 3
Aviekete- (Fon- Benin) She is a sea goddess worshiped at the port of Cotonou.
[Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 8, 25
Ayaba- (Fon- Benin) She is the daughter of Mawu and Lisa. She watches over
the hearth and home. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 3, 13
Ayeba- (Tiv- Nigeria) She is the creator goddess for the Tiv. [Ann and Imel,
1993; Leach, 1992] 4
Azele Yaba- (Nzema- Ghana) She is an earth goddess. It is believed that to
blaspheme her name is to risk great harm. Her husband is Nyamenle.
She is associated with oath taking and justice. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Leach, 1992] 7, 18
Aziri- (Fon- Benin) She is a water goddess to some, and the goddess of
wealth. She is the cohort of the god Oxan. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Manyoni, 1993] 8, 15
Ba-iru Old Woman- (Ba-hima/Ba-iru- Uganda) Old Woman is the first being,
who lived on one side of the earth. A “monster” lived on the other side.
It was very angry to learn that there was another living creature, and it
chased Old Woman all over the earth. As she ran, she threw down
calabashes which became the forests, fruit bearing trees, etc. One
calabash split open and poured out thousands of men and women, thus
populating the earth. [Mushanga, 1969] 4,28
Bele Alua- (Nzema- Ghana) She is a tree goddess. Her husband is Bobo
Arisi. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 9
Buk- (Nuer- Sudan) She is a water goddess. She is considered the people’s
life force. Her daughters are Candit, and Nyaliep. Her son is Deng. [Ann
and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 8, 14
Bunzi- (Woyo- Dem. Rep. Congo) She manifests herself in the form of a
rainbow colored snake, and is the goddess of rain. She is the daughter
of Mboze, the river goddess, and mother of Kambizi, the storm. [Ann and
Imel, 1993; Knappert, 1971] 12, 30
Buruku- (Akan- Ghana) She is the creator goddess associated with the moon.
[Ann and Imel, 1993] 4, 6
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Bushongo Earth Mother- (Bushongo- Congo) Both Earth (Bushongo Earth
Mother) and Heaven were created by Bumba, the supreme being.
Bushongo mythology reflects that Heaven and Earth had a fight, the
result of which was eternal separation. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 7
Bushmen First Girl- (Bushmen- Namibia) First Girl is responsible for the
creation of the Milky Way. She put her hands into a wood fire and threw
up hot ashes into the sky. She also threw up various other roots which
became other stellar bodies. [Lloyd, 1911] 6, 28
Bushmen Moon Goddess-(Bushmen-Namibia) This goddess (sometimes
referred to without gender) is responsible for bringing death permanently
to earth. Death was like the moon’s monthly cycle, impermanent. Hare
challenged the Moon Goddess and claimed that his mother was
permanently dead and would not rise again. This angered Moon
Goddess who then made death permanent. The moon may also have
punished hare by turning him into an animal. [Knappert, 1981; Lloyd,
1911]5, 6, 18
Bwalya Chabala- (Bemba- Zambia) She is said to be the founding queen of
the society, who has now been deified. Flour and cloth are sacred to her
and are placed on her burial shrine in a sacred basket said to have
belonged to her. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 27, 29
Candit- (Nuer- Sudan) Candit is the goddess of streams. She is the daughter
of Buk. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 8
Chade- (Ga- Ghana) Chade is the agricultural goddess who provides
abundant crops and supervises them. She is the goddess of the city of
Temma. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 10, 25
Chekechani- (Anyanja- Malawi) She is the cohort of the moon. She is
responsible for the fading of the moon by not feeding him. See Puikani.
[Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 6
Chi- (Ibo/Ekoi-Nigeria) She is sometimes considered to be bi-gendered
(both the earth goddess and the sky god). She is the champion of the
good and the punisher of the corrupt. Also Chineke. [Ann and Imel,
1993; Leach, 1992] 7, 13, 18
Chineke- (Ibo- Nigeria) This goddess is the Ibo creator, she protects humans
from evil. Also Chi. [Leach, 1992] 4,13
Cigoro- (Hausa- Nigeria) She is a goddess of disease in Nigeria. The illness
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specific to her affects the eyes. She in one of the co-wives of ‘Dan
Galadima. Also Karama. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 23
Coti- (Khoikhoin- Southern Africa) Coti is the wife of the Khoi supreme being,
the great mantis, named Cagn. She is considered the mother of the
antelope. Also Dasse, Huntu KattI Katen, and Hyrax. [Ann and Imel,
1993: Leeming, 1994] 2, 4
Crocodile Woman- (Shilluk- Sudan) She is the protector of infants and
mothers during birth. She takes the form of a crocodile or other strangely
acting animal. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 13, 14, 30
Dada- (Hausa- Nigeria) This name is also shared by a male deity. Dada is
embodied in the cowrie shell casque or helmet. [Ann and Imel, 1993]
29
Dahomean Moon Woman- (Fon- Benin/Gambia) She is the goddess of the
moon who is sometimes referred to as a mother figure who saved her
children, the stars, from being burned by the sun. Sun continually
chases her because of this act of defiance. This is the explanation for the
cycle of day and night. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 4, 6
Damwamwit- (Gurage- Ethiopia) She is the goddess of women. During
ceremonies in her honor, women may deviate from social norm and
verbally abuse the men. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 22, 29
Dan- (Mahi/Fon- Benin) Dan is the serpent rainbow goddess. She is
sometimes considered bi-gendered. She is associated with wealth,
continuity, and vitality, and serves as a connection to the ancestors. (May
also be Da.) [Ann and Imel, 1993; Booth, 1977; Leach, 1992] 15, 26, 30
Dangira- (Hausa- Nigeria) Dangira is a powerful goddess who controls
disease. She is said to be responsible for making people itch. [Ann and
Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 23
Dariya- (Hausa- Nigeria) She is a goddess associated with disease. She is
said to be responsible for mental illness. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach,
1992] 23
Dasse- (Bushmen- Southern Africa) Her husband is the Bushmen god. Mantis.
Also, Coti, Huntu KattI! Katten, and Hyrax. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 2
Data- (Kalahari- Nigeria) She is a water goddess, and the sister of Sabo. [Ann
and Imel, 1993] 8
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Deung Abok- (Shilluk- Sudan) She is an ancestor goddess, referred to as “the
great white cow.” She arose from the river to become the first ancestor of
the king. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 8, 26, 27
Dierra- (Fulbe/Soninke- Western Africa) Dierra is the Northern aspect of the
goddess Wagadu. Also, Agada, Silla, and Ganna. [Ann and Imel, 1993:
Frobenius, and Fox, 1983] 15, 25
Dinka First Woman- (Dinka- Sudan) She is responsible for sickness and death
on earth because she transgressed against the creator. [Ann and Imel,
1993] 5, 17,23
Djaga Woman- (Djaga- Tanzania) She is responsible for bringing death to the
earth because she violated the taboo of rejuvination by viewing her
grandfather shed his skin. She is associated with Lake Tanganyika.
[Ann and Imel, 1993] 5, 17, 25
Dogon Earth Mother- (Dogon- Mali) She is the creator of all life. The creation
myth associated with the earth mother explains the Dogon ritual of
female circumcision. The myth explains that Amma, the Dogon creator,
tried to mate with the earth but was prevented from uniting with her
because of a termite hill. Once he removed the termite hill, he was able
to mate with her resulting in the creation of the four directions, and the
elements. The offspring from this union are Nummo (or Nommo), sacred
twins. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Sproul, 1979] 4, 5, 7, 29
Dogon Sun Goddess- (Dogon- Mali) She is worshipped by those who are
associated with agriculture. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 6,10
Dorina- (Hausa- Nigeria) This goddess often takes the form of the
hippopotamus. She is beneficial to those on the hunt. [Ann and Imel,
1993; Leach, 1992] 11, 13, 30
Dugbo- (Kono- Sierra Leone) Her husband is the creator, Yataa. She is
responsible for the creation of vegetation. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach,
1992] 4, 10
Dzabana- (Thonga- South Africa) She is the co-ruler of the underworld, and
first woman. [Pettazzoni, 1984] 5, 28
Dziva- (Shona- Zimbabwe) She is the female manifestation of the supreme
being, Mwari. She is a benevolent goddess in general, however, she is
responsible for meting out punishment for those who commit acts of
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incest. Also, Mbuya, Zendere. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 1,13,
18
Edinkira- (Akan- Ghana) She is the tree goddess associated with the sacred
Nkoranza grove. She is considered androgynous at times. [Ann and
Imel, 1993] 9, 25
Egungun-oya- (Yoruba- Nigeria) She is the aspect of Oya when that god is
practicing divination. She is referred to as “the mother of the dead.”
[Ann and Imel, 1993] 5,19
Eka Abassi- (Ibibo- Nigeria) She is a creation deity whose son/husband is
Obumo, the god of thunder and rain. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 4
Ekineba- (Kalahari- West Africa) She is a goddess associated with
masquerades. She teaches drumming and dancing. [Ann and Imel,
1993] 29
Ekumoke- (Nigeria) Ekumoke is a fertility goddess. [Ann and Imel, 1993]
14
Elusu- (Yoruba- Nigeria) She is the guardian goddess of a strip of water
between Lagos and Benin. Her husband is Olokun. She is somewhat
mermaid-like, with scales below her breasts, and above her hips. [Leach,
1992] 8,25,30
Enepke- (Igala- Nigeria) She is considered the guardian of destiny. [Ann and
Imel, 1993] 20
Esesar- (Gbanya- Ghana) She is the goddess of the sky. Her husband is
Ebone. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 6
Evening star of Wakaranga- (Wakaranga- Zimbabwe) Evening star shares her
responsibilities with Morning star. She gave birth to the animals and
children. She is said to have sent a poisonous snake to bite Moon.
When Moon became ill, man threw him into the ocean. The moon rises
every night to chase Evening star because of her treachery. [Ann and
Imel, 1993] 4, 6,17
Ewuraba- (Effutu- Ghana) She is a water goddess associated with the sea.
She tends the lamps used for light during the meetings of the gods. [Ann
and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 8
Ezili- (Fon- Benin) She is the goddess of love and beauty. Also Ezili Freda
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Dahomey. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 21,22
Ezum Mezum- (Nigeria) This fertility goddess is the female aspect of the fertility
symbol, the Ibudu. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 14
Fa- (Fon- Benin) Goddess of fate (sometimes the concept of fate). Also Gbadu.
[Ann and Imel, 1993; Herskovits, 1958; Leach, 1992] 20
Fohsu- (Ghana) She is worshipped along the Cape Coast. She is the white
goddess of salt. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 25, 32
GlkonZ/’amdima- (Bushmen- Botswana) She is the extremely beautiful python
goddess . She possesses all of the characteristics of a perfect woman;
grace, beauty, fertility etc. She is juxtaposed to the jackal, who embodies
all of the undesirable characteristics of a Bushmen woman. Jackal
tricked python and left her stranded down in a well, she and her child
were rescued by the giraffe, bringing great happiness to the people.
[Biesele, 1993] 14,22,30
Ganda First Woman- (Ganda- Uganda) She is responsible for bringing death to
the Gandan people. Because of her disobedience, her father,Sky, sent
her brother. Death, to earth to punish her. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 5, 17
Ganna- (Fulbe/Soninke- West Africa) This is the east facing aspect of the
goddess Wagadu. Also, Dierra, Agada, and Silla. [Ann and Imel, 1993:
Frobenius, and Fox, 1983] 15, 25
Gbadu- (Fon- Benin) Gbadu is the celestial residing daughter of Mawu. She is
endowed with sixteen eyes to aid her in her role as the cosmic observer.
She was told to reside in a palm tree so that she might be better able to
observe heaven, earth, and the sea simultaneously. Her brother Legba,
“the spoiled one,” comes to her each morning and opens her eyes for
her. She has also been entrusted with the sixteen keys to the future.
She is associated with the concept of fate. Also Fa. [Ann and Imel,
1993; Herskovits, 1958; Leach, 1992] 3, 6, 20
Gbenebeka- (Ogoni- Nigeria) She is both a sky goddess, and a mother creator.
[Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 4, 6
Gcagcile- (South Africa) She is referred to as “the spirit of trouble.” Her son,
Kibuka, is the god of war, and her husband is Lumukanda. [Ann and
Imel, 1993] 17
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Gleti (Ewe- Togo) She is a moon goddess, and wife of the sun, Lissa. [Leach,
1992] 6
Greedy Woman- (Bini- Nigeria) The original people used the sky as
nourishment. Through her greediness she is responsible for the sky
moving far above the earth. When this occurred, people had to begin to
work for their sustenance. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 28
Gyangya’di- (Hausa- Nigeria) She is associated with disease, specifically
sleeping sickness. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 23
Maine- (Hadzapi- Tanzania) Maine is a bi-gendered goddess who is
sometimes considered male. She is the moon. Mer husband is the sun,
Ishoye. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 6
Marrakoi Dikko- (Sonrai- Nigeria) She is considered the “mother of the waters,”
and is sacrificed to each year during the flood of the Niger river. [Ann
and Imel, 1993] 8,25
Muntu Katt!! Katten- (Bushmen- South Africa) She is the wife of the Mantis God,
Kaggen. She takes the form of a rock rabbit. Also Coti, Basse, and
Hyrax. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 2, 30
Myrax- (Bushmen- South Africa) She is the wife of Kaggen, the creator god.
Also Coti, Huntu Kattll Katten, and Basse. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 2
Ichar-tsirew- (Ghana) She is a benevolent sea goddess associated with
childbirth and household harmony. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 8, 13, 14, 21
Igbarun- (Nigeria) Mer name means “dark river.” She and her husband
encompass all the water on earth. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 8
Ignoni- (Kalahari- Nigeria) She is a water goddess. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 8
li- (Margi- Nigeria) She is an earth goddess associated with agriculture. [Ann
and Imel, 1993] 7,10
Ije- (Idoma- Nigeria) She is an earth goddess. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 7
Imo- (Ibo- Nigeria) She is associated with childbirth and prosperity. Mer
followers celebrate her at the shrine on the Imo river. [Ann and Imel,
1993; Leach, 1992] 14, 15, 25, 29
Inkosazana- (Zulu- South Africa) She is a virginal sky goddess who appears as
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a rainbow, mist or rain. She takes the human form of a young woman
when delivering prophesies which are considered closely guarded
secrets by those who see her. She oversees the production of corn
crops. Her name means “Queen of Heaven.” Also Inkosantana,
Inkosazana-ye-zulu. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992; Mbiti, 1970] 6,
10, 20, 30, 32
Inkosikasi- (Zulu- South Africa) She is a sky goddess who is considered a
supreme being. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 1,6
‘Inna- (Hausa- Nigeria) She has many responsibilities including the punishing
of thieves, the protection of property, and the assurance of abundant
crops. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 10, 13, 15, 18,
Isamba- (Issansu- Tanzania) She is the moon goddess who is responsible for
man’s mortality. She and her husband, the sun, were entrusted by God
with guardianship of a pitcher and a basket. Isamba chose the pitcher.
When god instructed the items to be hurled to earth, the pitcher broke,
thus bringing with the object’s end, man’s end. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 5, 6
Ises- (Heikum- South Africa) She is the goddess of the bow and arrow. [Ann
and Imel, 1993] 11
Isong- (Ekoilbibo- Nigeria) Isong is an earth goddess with a tortoise shell. She
is responsible for the crops. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992;
Monaghan, 1981] 7,10, 30
Itumbalombe- (Nkundu- Dem. Rep. Congo) She is a benevolent deity who aids
infertility. [Leach, 1992] 13,14
lya masse- (Nigeria) She is associated with the ceremony of the ancestral
spirits in Nigeria. Her name means “essential woman.” [Ann and Imel,
1993] 22,26,29
lyania- (Yoruba- Nigeria) Her name means “great mother," and she is
associated with the evocation of ancestral spirits in the Gelede ceremony.
[Ann and Imel, 1993] 4, 26, 29
Jezanna- (Shona- Zimbabwe) She is the sacred moon goddess whose image
resides in Lake Davisa at night. A Nashona priestess is her earthly
representative. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 6, 25, 26
Jok- (Lango- Uganda) Jok is the Lango supreme being who is either female or
male. [Leach, 1992] 1
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Kabyle First Woman- (Berber- North Africa; Kabyl- Algeria) She is the creator
goddess whom, with her partner “first man,” lived underground. After a
tussle which resulted in first woman revealing her genitalia to first man,
they populated the earth with fifty female, and fifty male children. [Ann
and Imel, 1993; Freund, 1965; Frobenius and Fox, 1983] 4, 28
Kaikara- (Konjo/Banyoro- Uganda) She is a harvest goddess to whom
sacrifices are made prior to cutting the crops. Her husband is Kalisa, the
god of the forest and wild game. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 10
Kalimulore- (Ruanda) She is a shape shifter goddess who often appears as a
lioness or a young woman. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 30
Kamaugarunga- (Herero- Southwestern Africa) She is the Herero first woman.
[Ann and Imel, 1993] 28
Kambizi- (Woyo- Zambia) She is the storm goddess who resides in the sea.
She is responsible for water catastrophes. Lore surrounding her depicts
her as a seductress who drowns sailors. [Knappert, 1971] 8,12, 17, 22
Karama- (Hausa- Nigeria) She is the goddess of disease specifically of the
eye. She is one of the co-wives of ‘Dan Galadima. Also Cigoro. [Ann
and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 23
Katanwiri- (Asante- Ghana) She is the wife of the river god Tando. She is
considered a malevolent river goddess to whom human female sacrifices
were made. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 8,17
Khworalma- (Bushmen- Namibia) Her name means “Mother of the Bees.” Her
husband is Gaolna, and she is called upon to help the San locate the
bees’ nests. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 11, 13
Ko- (Bushmen- South Africa) Ko is a goddess who occasionally takes the form
of a mantis. She is helpful to hunters. Also, Kokl. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Leach, 1992] 11,13,30
Khoikhoin Mother Goddess- (Khoikhoin- Namibia) She, by eating a magic
herb, gave birth to Heitsi-Eibib, a powerful sorcerer god. [Ann and Imel,
1993] 4, 19
Koki- (Hausa- Nigeria; Temne- Sierra Leone) She is a praying mantis goddess
whose husband is Spider, the trickster. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 30
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Kokobi- (Effutu- Ghana) She is a water goddess who protects the water supply.
[Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 8, 13
Koko Mwezi- (Taveta- Tanzania) To the Taveta she is grandmother moon.
[Leach, 1992] 6
Kono- (Senufu- Ivory Coast/Mali) Kono takes the form of the large crested
crane. Her worshipers wear a representative mask during her
ceremonies and are considered possessed by her during her ritual. She
is both an ancestor deity, and a bird goddess. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 26,
29, 30
Kono First Woman- (Kono- Guinea) She is an ancestor goddess to whom the
creation of all human life is attributed. Her husband is the supreme
being, Alatangana, and her father is Death, Sa. She and Alatangana fled
Sa’s homeland due to his disapproval of their union. Their offspring were
seven girls and seven boys whose skin colors were black and white. As
punishment Sa made all of the children speak languages their parents
could not understand. These children became the different nationalities
of the world. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Beier, 1966] 2, 4, 26
Krachi Woman- (Krachi- Togo) She is an earth goddess. [Ann and Imel, 1993]
7
Kuanja- (Mbundu- Angola) She is a hunting goddess. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Leach, 1992] 11
Kyanwa- (Hausa- Nigeria) She is a benevolent hunting goddess, said to be the
spirit of a wild cat. Her husband is Damisa. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach,
1992] 11, 13
Leza (Lisa)- (Fon- Benin) Also Mawu-Lisa, Leesa, and Lissa.
Lisa- (Fon- Benin; Lala- Zambia/Zimbabwe) For the Fon she is the female
aspect of the bi-gendered god Mawu-Lisa. She is a moon goddess to
whom white goats and white chickens are sacrificed. Amongst the Lala
she is considered both male and female. She was not the first entity, but
was created by “the woman with one breast.” See Mushili. Also Leza,
Mawu-Lisa. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Booth, 1977; Monday, 1942] 1,6
Lissa- (Fon- Benin) She is a sun goddess whose husband is Gleti, the moon.
When Lisa and Gleti have domestic squabbles there is an eclipse. [Ann
and Imel, 1993] 6
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Loa- (Iraqu- Tanzania) Loa is a sun goddess responsible for meting out death.
[Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 5, 6
Luamerava- (South Africa) She is the goddess of sexuality and sexual desire.
She is associated with Lumukanda. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 21
Lunda First Woman- (Lunda- Zambia/Zimbabwe) Nzambi, the creator, first
made two androgynous beings and left them on earth. One of the two
beings complained of its androgyny. Nzambi gave it two packets of
medicine, one for itself, and one for the other being. The first being took
the medicine and became a man, however, believing the medicine had
spoiled overnight, he failed to give the second packet of medicine to his
partner. The second being went to Nzambi to protest and was given a
packet of medicine which turned it into a woman. [White, 1948] 28
Ma- (South Africa) She is a creation goddess. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 4
Macouas First Woman- (Macouas- South-Central/Southeastern Africa) She is
the Macouas first female. She and first man came out of holes that
Muluku, the creator, dug. Because they ate the seeds given to them
instead of planting them, they incurred the creator’s wrath. To avoid his
anger they fled into the forest. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 28
Mahu- (Fon- Benin) She is a moon goddess. She is the daughter of Nana
Buluku. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 3, 6
Makasa- (Hausa- Nigeria) She is a goddess associated with disease,
specifically diarrhea. Her husband is Jammarke. [Ann and Imel, 1993]
23
Ma-Nd- (Mende- Sierra Leone) She is an earth goddess. [Ann and Imel, 1993]
7
Marimba- (South Africa) She is a goddess associated with music and singing.
Her husband is Zumangwe, known as “The Hunter.” [Ann and Imel,
1993] 29
Maryam- (Amhara/Tigrina- Ethiopia) Maryam is a goddess associated with
sacred natural areas such as high mountains sycamore trees, or natural
springs. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 8, 9, 25
Manwe- (Kenya) This young goddess who was able to venture into the nether
world and back. It is said that she accumulated great treasures. [Ann
and Imel, 1993] 5,15
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Masai Moon Goddess- (Masai- Kenya/Tanzania) She is called “New Moon.”
Her followers celebrate her by throwing a stone at the new moon while
making a wish for long life. She is also associated with childbirth, thus
pregnant women request easy childbirth from her. [Ann and Imel, 1993]
6,13, 14, 29
Mashongavudzi- (Mtawara- Zimbabwe) She is a creation goddess whose
husband is “The Great Spirit.” [Ann and Imel, 1993] 2, 4
Massassi- (Makoni/Wahungwe- Zimbabwe) She is the morning star. Her
husband is the moon, Mwuetsi, and her children are the grasses, bushes,
and the trees. In the Wahungwe creation story, Massassi was sent to
earth as a mate for Mwuetsi, first man. The creator, Maori, gave her the
power to harness fire. The first pair lived happily for two years at which
time Maori took Massassi back to his lake, Dsivoa. He then sent the
evening star, Morongo to be first man’s wife See Morongo. [Ann and
Imel, 1993; Freund, 1965; teeming, 1994] 4, 6, 31
Matu- (Dem. Rep. Congo) Matu is sometimes known as a male deity. She is
the mother of the Dem. Rep. Congo culture hero. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 4
Mawa- (Fon- Benin) She is a moon goddess. Her father sent her to earth to
help the people during a time of famine. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 3, 6, 13
Mawu- (Fon- Benin; Ewe- Togo) She is the supreme being. She is sometimes
known as the male aspect of Mawu-Lisa. She is associated with the
moon, night, fertility, childbearing, and forgiveness. It is said that she
created all things while riding on the back of a rainbow colored serpent.
After she completed her creation, she commanded the serpent to wrap
himself around the earth to stabilize it.
Another version of this creation by Mawu is that she used clay and
reanimated dead bodies to create new humans. Thus explaining why
there are family resemblances. Also Mahu, Sogbo. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Booth, 1977; Herskovits, 1958; Leach, 1992; Leeming, 1994; Manyoni,
1993; Monaghan, 1981; Parrinder, 1949] 1, 4, 6, 13.14, 32
Mawu Sodza- (Hoss/Ewe- Togo) She is a yam goddess. Her worshipers
present the first two yams of each crop as an offering to her before they
begin harvest. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Mbiti, 1970] 2, 9.10, 29
Mawu-Lisa- (Fon- Benin; Ewe- Togo) She is a creation deity. Also Mawu, Lisa,
Lissa. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992; Parrinder, 1949]
Mayramu- (Hausa- Nigeria) She is a disease goddess associated specifically
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with burns on peoples arms. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 23
Mbaba Mwana Waresa- (Zulu- South Africa) She is a rain goddess credited
with introducing beer to the nation. She aids the Zulu in their
celebrations, and lives in a small house with a rainbow as its roof. [Ann
and Imel, 1993] 12,29
Mbache- (Yachi- Nigeria) She is an earth goddess whose husband, Ppahia, is
the creator. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992; Mbiti, 1970] 2, 7
Mbale- (Uganda) She is the fertility goddess responsible for bringing children
to earth. She is sometimes considered a male deity. [Ann and Imel,
1993] 4,14
Mbokomu- (Ngombe- Dem. Rep. Congo) She is the first woman who was sent
to earth by the supreme being, Akongo. She was dispatched to the earth
because she annoyed him. Through her encouragement, her son and
daughter coupled. The resultant child was bewitched by Egenga, a
manlike creature covered with hair. This child brought evil into the world.
The son and daughter, however, continued to procreate, and thus
peopled the earth. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Sproul, 1979] 17, 28
Mbongwe- (Fang- Gabon) She is the first woman of the Fang who is
responsible for the making of all children. She is created from a tree by
First Man, or Sekume. Also Mbonwe. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Freund,
1965] 4,28
Mboze- (Woyo- Dem. Rep. Congo) Mboze is one of the four Congo River water
deities. She is a serpent goddess who, through an incestuous union with
her son Makanga, gave birth to the rain goddess Bunzi. It is told that
Kuitikuiti, her husband, beat her to death when he discovered her
transgression with their son. Later he revived her, however, her once
black skin was replaced with a white one. To be like his wife Kuitkuiti
shed his black skin for white as well. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Knappert,
1971] 8,30
Mbuya- (Shona- Zimbabwe) Mbuya is one of the names for the Shona
supreme being when he appears in his female aspect. This particular
manifestation is considered the “grandmother.” See Dziva and Zendere.
[Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 1
Mebeli- (Mundang- Congo) She is the Mundang supreme being. [Ann and
Imel, 1993] 1
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Meme- (Lugbara- Uganda/Dem. Rep. Congo) She is the first woman. Her
name means “big body.” It is said that she is one of the pair of first
humans created by Adronga ‘ba o’bapiri. She was created full of wild
animals, later her womb was filled with children. [Ann and Imel, 1993:
Learning, 1994] 4,28
Mhaya- (Tanzania) She is the goddess of “Deserted Lovers.” [Ann and Imel,
1993; Leach, 1992] 21
Min Jok-(Lango-Uganda) She is a rain goddess. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 12
Minona- (Fon- Benin) She is a forest dwelling fertility goddess considered the
protector of women. She is the daughter of Gbadu, the goddess of fate.
Fon women maintain shrines in their homes offering her fresh fruit. She
is also associated with divination and magic. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Herskovitz, 1958; Leach, 1992] 9, 13, 14, 19, 22.29
Miseke- (Runda- Tanzania) Miseke is a goddess whose husband is the thunder
god. She was offered to him by her mother, in exchange for bringing fire
to earth. [Ann and Imel, 1993]
Mobokomu- (Ngombe- Dem. Rep. Congo) See Mbokomu.
Moombi- (Moombi/Kikuyu- Kenya) She is the first woman who is responsible
for giving birth to nine daughters and nine sons, who in turn created the
first nine matrilineal clans. Another version of this myth depicts Moombi’s
children as nine girls, for whom she makes sacrifice to obtain husbands.
These daughters and their husbands then populated the earth. [Ann and
Imel, 1993; Freund, 1965] 4, 26, 27, 28
Morimi- (Yoruba- Nigeria) She is a goddess associated with agriculture, whose
festival takes place prior to planting when the fields are burned. [Ann and
Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 10, 29
Morning star of Wakaranga- (Wakaranga- Zimbabwe) She is a creator who
shares her duties with Evening star of Wakaranga. She gave birth to
trees and plants, and is responsible for bringing rain. [Ann and Imel,
1993;Beier, 1966] 4,6,9, 12
Morongo- (Makoni- Zimbabwe) She is a sky goddess whose husband is
Mwuetsi, the moon. She is called Evening Star. She is the second wife
of first man. She gave birth to the animals and humans when she first
coupled with Mwuetsi. Against Maori’s law, Morongo enticed Mwuetsi to
couple with her a second time. This time she gave birth to all the
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dangerous creatures, such as snakes, scorpions, and lions. Due to her
indiscretion in sleeping with a snake, she brought death to mankind. See
Massassi. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Freund, 1965; Leach, 1992; Leeming,
1994] 4,5,6, 17
Mother of Food- (Kariak- Sudan) She is a snake goddess who is celebrated
twice a year. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 10, 29, 30
Muhogo- (Mbundu- Angola) She is an ancestor deity. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 26
Mukasa- (Ganda- Uganda) She is a water goddess responsible for control of
the weather. She is called upon to give safe passage, and provide fish.
She is sometimes considered male or bi-gendered. Her daughter is
Nagodya, and her husband is Nalwanga. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 8, 11, 12,
13
Mushili- (Lala- Zambia/Zimbabwe) She is the goddess who is married to her
brother Lesa. Her mother is “the woman with one breast” who is the first
entity. She resided on the ground originally, and Lesa kept to the sky.
One day Lesa returned to the earth to find Mushili dead. The humans
had buried her without his permission. This forever sealed the fate of
humans, and all beings, and death became permanent. Mushili then
took up residence in the underworld. [Munday, 1942] 2, 5, 7
Musisi- (Herero- Southwest Africa) She is an earth goddess whose husband is
the earthly aspect of the supreme being, Ndjambi Karunga. [Mbiti, 1970]
2,7
Musso Koroni Koundye- (Bambara- Nigeria/Mali; Mande- Mali) She is the
female primordial twin of Pemba. These twins were part of “The Egg of
The World.” She came to earth on the wind and arrived at Bounin. She
and Pemba rival the other twins, and she secreted away impure seeds to
feed them. She is responsible for creation of animals, humans, and
vegetation, however, she creates with haste which results in disorder. It
is said that Faro follows behind her organizing her creation. When she
appears it is as a tiny white haired woman. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Long,
1963; Sproul, 1979] 3, 4, 17, 30
Mwarega-(Nankanse-Ghana) Also Namboa. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach,
1992]
Mweji- (Wapare/Kimbi- Sudan) She is the moon goddess responsible for
human creation. Also Mwezi. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 4, 6
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Mwezi- (Wapare/Kimbi- Sudan) Also Koko Mwezi, Mweji. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Leach, 1992]
Na Afiye- (Ga- Ghana) She is the goddess of childbirth. [Ann and Imel, 1993]
14
Na Bake- (Ga- Ghana) This goddess is associated with pregnancy rituals. Her
husband is Nadu. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 14, 29
Na Dede Oyeadu- (Ga- Ghana) She is an agriculture goddess responsible for
overseeing the corn crops. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 10
Na Yo- (Ga- Ghana) Na Yo is the goddess of birth whose husband is Sakumo.
She shares in the responsibility of the corn crops. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Leach, 1992] 10, 14
Nabuzana- (Ganda- Uganda) Nabuzana is considered a benevolent goddess
who assists women during childbirth. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992]
13, 14
Nae- (Fon- Benin) Also Naete, Naedona. [Ann and Imel, 1993]
Naete- (Fon- Benin) She is a sea goddess and the twin/wife of Agbe, with
whom she rules the sea. Their children are the sea and sky gods. Naete
and Agbe are the children of Mawu-Lisa. Also Nae, Naedona. [Ann and
Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 3, 8
Nagadya- (Ganda- Uganda) Nagadya is a benevolent deity called upon to
intercede on man’s behalf with the other deities in bringing rain. Also
Nagawonyi. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 12, 13, 26
Nagawonyi- (Ganda- Uganda) This goddess is called upon by her followers to
intercede on their behalf with the two gods Gulu, and Musoke. She has
the power to sway these two warring gods and end times of drought.
Also Nagadya. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 13, 26
Nagodya- (Ganda- Uganda) She is a lake goddess, and the daughter of
Mukasa. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 8
Nakiwulo- (Basoga- Uganda) She is the goddess of justice who is called upon
to find missing items, and point out thieves. [Ann and Imel, 1993, Mbiti,
1970] 15, 18
Nalongo- (Basoga- Uganda) She is a goddess associated with disease. Her
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followers call upon her to shield them from sickness. [Ann and Imel,
1993; Leach, 1992] 13,23
Nalawanga- (Ganda- Uganda) She is a fertility goddess who may be called
upon by her followers to help barren women conceive children. Her
husband is Mukasa. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 13,14
Namaku- (Ibo- Nigeria) Along with her husband, Namaku was one of two first
beings sent to earth by Chuku, the sky god. She and her husband, Eri,
were instructed to sacrifice their first born daughter and son, which they
did. After burying their children, yams grew from their graves thus
providing sustenance for Namaku and Eri. Through the sacrifice of two
slaves, fruit bearing trees grew thus providing food sources for all people.
[Jeffreys, 1956] 10, 28
Nambi- (Ganda/Masai- Uganda) Nambi’s father is the supreme god, Gulu. She
is the goddess of the sky who married the first man on earth. Nambi’s
earth lover, Kintu, was put through many trials by Gulu before he was
allowed to bring Nambi with him to earth. Nambi brought animals with
her, however, she left her seeds behind. When she returned to the sky to
get her seeds, her brother, Death, saw her descend to earth and
followed, thus forever sealing man’s fate. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach,
1992; Monaghan, 1981; Werner, 1933] 3, 5, 6
Namboa- (Nankanse- Ghana) She is the Moon goddess, married to Wuntenga,
the Sun god. Together they parented the stars. Also Mwarega. [Ann and
Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 6
Nana Buluku- (Fon- Benin) She is a creation goddess responsible for the origin
of several Fon groups. She is the mother of Mawu and Mahu, however,
she is sometimes considered an androgynous deity. She retired from
earthly affairs after she gave birth to Mawu. Her worshipers erect temples
in her honor. Also Nana Buku/Buruku. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Booth,
1977; Leach, 1992; Manyoni, 1993; Monaghan, 1981; Parrinder, 1949.]
1,4, 26, 29
Nana Enna- (Ghana) Her husband is the god of war, Behnya. She is
considered the protector of the Gold Coast women, especially women
whose husbands, and loved ones, are away at war. [Ann and Imel,
1993; Leach, 1992] 13,21,22
Nana Jakpa- (Fon- Benin) She is prophesy goddess. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Leach, 1992] 20
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Nana-Buruku- (FonA'oruba- Nigeria) She is considered an earth goddess,
mother of the creator, and a water goddess. Her son is Omolu Obaluaiye.
Also Nana, Nanan, Nanaburucu. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 4, 7, 8
Nasilele- (Barotse/Lozi (Malozi)/Luyi- Zambia) She is a moon goddess in
whose honor the tribal women are buried with their faces to the west.
She is the female partner of Nyambe, who was first in the world. She
disliked Nyambe’s dog so much that when it died she refused to allow its
reincarnation. When her own mother died, Nasilele begged Nyambe to
revive her, but he refused out of spite. The two then argued over whether
death should be brought to mankind. Two messengers were sent to
earth, one caried the message that death was permanent, one carried the
message that death was temporary. The messengers raced to earth and
the winner decided man’s misfortune. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Beier, 1966;
Leach, 1992; Leeming, 1994; Mbiti, 1970; Sproul, 1979; Werner, 1998]
5, 6, 25
Nawandyo- (Basoga- Uganda) She is a beneficial deity associated with
healing. Her worshipers call upon her to cure sick members of their
families. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992; Mbiti, 1970] 13, 24
Nchienge- (Bakuba- Dem. Rep. Congo) Nchienge is referred to as the “woman
of the waters.” She gave birth to Woto, a demi god, and the first king.
She is associated with the east. [Knappert, 1977] 8, 25, 26
Ndoi- (Mende- Sierra Leone) She is an earth goddess and her husband is
Ngewo. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992; Mbiti, 1970] 7
Ndwanga- (Ganda- Uganda) Ndwanga is a fertility goddess who
metamorphoses into a snake. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 14, 30
Nebele- (Togo- Tanzania) Nebele is a creation goddess responsible for the
creation of all things except human beings. Her brother, Naka, is said to
be the one who created her. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 4
Neiterogob- (Masai- Tanzania) She is an earth goddess. [Ann and Imel, 1993]
7
Ngame- (Akan- Ghana) Ngame is a mother goddess. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 4
Niachero- (Alur- Dem. Rep. Congo) She is an ancestor deity whose name
means “The Daughter of the Star.” [Ann and Imel, 1993] 26
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Nikaiva- (Shilluk- Sudan) She is a goddess of the crocodiles. [Ann and Imei,
1993] 30
Nimba- (Baga- Guinea) She is an earth goddess. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 7
Nimm- (Ekoi- Nigeria) Nimm is the goddess of the Kawa River in Nigeria. She
appears in the shape of a crocodile or snake, and is appreciated by her
followers for safe passage across the river. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 8,13,
25, 30
Ninavanhu-ma- (South Africa) She is a creation and mother goddess. [Ann
and Imel, 1993] 4
Nkike- (Mbolli- Nigeria) Nkike is an earth goddess. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Leach, 1992] 7
Nomkubulwana/Nomkuwane- (Zulu- South Africa) She is a sky goddess whose
name means “Princess of Heaven.” She manifests herself in the form of
a young woman to deliver prophecy. Also, Inkosazano. [Ann and Imel,
1993; Leach, 1992; Mbiti, 1970] 6, 20, 30
Nomkubulwane- (Swazi- Swaziland) This sky goddess may cause illness
amongst her followers. They appease her to avoid sickness in their
families. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 6, 23
Nommo- (Dogon- Nigeria/Mala) She is sometimes considered a bi-gendered
deity and at other times considered the female counterpart of twins.
They are the children born from the union between Amma and the earth.
The Nommo twins are described as half human, and half serpentine.
They are green in color and are covered with short hairs. They have
forked tongues and red eyes. In some sense they are synonymous with
water, or the spirit of water. Also Nummo. [Ann and Imel, 1993: Leeming,
1994; Sproul, 1979] 8, 30
Nsomeka- (Bantu- South Africa) She is a creator goddess who influenced
mutual respect between men and women. She is said to have visited the
hut of Songi (the great mother goddess), who taught her the sacred tooth
filing. After she practiced this, Songi forced domestic creatures, and
other items, out from between Nsomeka’s teeth. The resultant prosperity
of Bantu women, attributed to Nsomeka’s example, influenced the social
relationships between men and women. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Monaghan, 1981] 4, 21,29
Ntoa- (Akan- Ghana) She is associated with the planet Venus and is the female
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aspect of the bi-gendered deity. Her name means “Fertile Earth.” She is
associated with the cycle of life, death and resurrection. [Ann and Imel,
1993; Leach, 1992] 5, 6, 14
Nummo- (Dogon- Mala) She is an ancestor deity whose powers include those
of water and light. Her appearance is half human, half snake. She has
glistening bright green hair, red eyes, and a split tongue. She is one of a
pair of twins. Also Nommo. [Ann and Imel, 1993: Leeming, 1994; Sproul,
1979] 8,26,30,32
Nyabahasa- (Konjo/Kiga- Uganda) She is a benevolent fertility goddess who is
called upon by her followers to aid in childbirth and pregnancy. [Ann
and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 13, 14
Nyabibuya- (Konjo/Kiga- Uganda) She is a fertility goddess who aids women in
childbirth. Also Nyabingi. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 13,14
Nyabingi- (Konjo/Kiga- Uganda) Also Nyabibuya. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach,
1992]
Nyadeang- (Nuer- Sudan) Nyadeang is the moon goddess whose father is the
sky god, Deng. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 6
Nyakala- (Amba- Dem. Rep. Congo/Uganda) As a fertility goddess, she is
considered to be the most powerful member in the pantheon of gods.
She is called upon by her followers to make barren women fertile, and to
protect those fleeing from warfare. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992]
13, 14, 16
Nyakarembe- (Haya- Tanzania) She is a goddess associated with agriculture,
and worshiped by women. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 10, 22
Nyale- (Bambara- Nigeria) She is a creator goddess found in the upper Niger
River valley. Also Odu. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 4, 25
Nyaliep- (Nuer- Sudan) She is a water goddess whose mother is Buk. [Ann
and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 8
Nyame- (AkanAsante- Ghana/Ivory Coast) Nyame is the creator earth goddess
responsible for the creation of all things visible and invisible. She rules
over life and death, and provides a final resting place for her children in
her “womb,” the earth. As Nyame Amowia to the Akan, she is the moon,
mother of the sun. Also Asase Aberewa. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach,
1992; Parrinder, 1949] 4, 5, 6, 7
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Nyamwezi First Woman- (Nyamwezi- Tanzania) She is the first female created
by the creator god. She is also the first of the supreme being’s two wives.
She was murdered by her co-wife thus bringing death to all humans.
[Ann and Imel, 1993] 2, 5, 28
Nyante- (Bantu) She is a celestial goddess whose son is the fertility god,
Wamara. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 6
Nyinawhira- (Banyoro- Uganda) She is a goddess associated specifically with
the Banyoro royal family. She is called upon by members of this lineage
for protection and longevity. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 13, 27
Nyingwan Mebege- (Fang/Bwiti- Gabon) She is a moon goddess associated
with fertility and reproduction. She represents the essential female
aspect. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 6, 14, 22
Nyohwe Ananu- (Fon- Benin) She is the female twin of Da Zodji. Their mother
is Mawu, the supreme being. Nyohwe Ananu and her twin were given
charge of the earth by Mawu. She is a creator goddess who with her
twin/husband created all earth deities. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Herskovits,
1958; Leach, 1992] 3, 4, 7
Nzambi- (Bakongo- Congo)- She is an earth goddess and supreme being, who
is thought to be in control of all things. She is sometimes considered a
male deity. Also Nzambi-Si. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 1, 7
Nzima Mother- (Nzima- Ghana) She is an ancestor goddess associated with
corn crops, it is said that she sacrificed her daughter. [Ann and Imel,
1993] 10,26
Oba- (Yoruba- Nigeria) She is a water goddess and one of the three wives of
Shango, the storm god. She is considered the protector of prostitutes in
Africa. [Ann and Imel, 1993: Beier, 1980; Leach, 1992] 8, 13, 21
Obanene- (Yoruba- Nigeria) Also Babayanmi, Dada. [Ann and Imel, 1993]
Obasi- (Ibibo- Nigeria) Sometimes considered bi-gendered, she is a sky
goddess. [Leach, 1992] 6
Obasi Nsi- (Ekoi- Nigeria/Cameroon; Ibibo- Nigeria) She is an earth goddess
who protects her followers and provides for them a final resting place in
her “home” under the earth. Also Isong, Ete Obasi, and Eka Obasi. [Ann
and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992; Monaghan, 1981; Parrinder, 1949] 5, 7, 13
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Obatala- (Yoruba- Nigeria) In some tales she is the mother of Shango, in some
she is depicted as Shango’s father. Upon her reunification with Shango,
he changed the red color of his necklace beads to include his mother’s
color. His colors are now red and white. [Beier, 1980] 4
Obosom- (Akan- Ghana) She is a celestial deity associated with the planets.
[Ann and Imel, 1993] 6
Odame- (Ga- Ghana) She is the goddess whose duty it is to usher humans into,
and out of, life. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 5, 14
Odu- (Yoruba- Nigeria) She is a goddess of prophecy whose name means
“Copious Container.” [Ann and Imel, 1993] 20
Odudua- (Yoruba- Nigeria) She is an earth goddess (sometimes androgynous
or male) associated with the color black. She is responsible for the
creation of both the earth and human beings. Her followers associate her
with fertility and love. Her husband is Obatala by some accounts, she is
his mother by other accounts. Some Yoruba describe the cosmos as a
giant calabash divided into two halves. One half is heavenly and is
assigned to Obatala. The other half is earthly, it is assigned to Odudua.
She has the honor of being considered “the mother of the divinities.”
Also Oduduwa, Oduwa. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Booth, 1977; Leach 1992;
Manyoni, 1993; McCall, 1982] 4, 7, 14, 21
Oduduwa- (Yoruba- Nigeria) Also Odudua, Oduwa. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Booth, 1977; Leach 1992]
Oduwa- (Yoruba- Nigeria) Also Odudua, Oduduwa. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Booth, 1977]
Ogboinba- (Ijaw- Nigeria) She is the goddess of magic. At the time of their
creation, humans were given choices by Woyengi, the creator goddess,
about their nature and skills. Ogboinba chose magical powers. Woyengi
granted this, however, made her infertile. Unhappy with her lot in life,
Ogboinba traveled through all the lands on earth to reach Woyengi.
Along the way she overcame the gods of these lands and gained their
powers. When she finally reached the land of the dead she challenged
Woyengi to recreate her, thus allowing her fertility. Frightened by
Woyengi’s anger she fled and hid in the eyes of a pregnant woman
standing near by. Woyengi condemned Ogboinba to live in the eyes of all
pregnant women for eternity. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Beier, 1966;
Leeming, 1994] 19,22
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Ol-apa- (Masai- Kenya) She is a moon goddess whose husband is Enk-ai.
[Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992; Mbiti, 1970] 6
Olokun- (Yoruba- Nigeria) Olokun is a sea goddess whose husband is Olourn.
She is sometimes believed to be a male deity. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Leach, 1992] 8
Olosa- (Yoruba- Nigeria) She is a water goddess believed to inhabit lagoon
areas. Her followers are fishers. Her brother/husband is Olokun. [Ann
and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 8, 11
Onile- (Fon- Benin; Yoruba- Nigeria) She is the goddess of the cycle of life
whose name means “Owner of the Earth.” She is considered by some
the female aspect of the sky god. Her worshipers are members of the
Ogboni cult. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Booth, 1977; Leach, 1992; Manyoni,
1993; McCall, 1982] 5, 6, 7, 14
Orehu- (Irawak- Guinea) She is a water goddess who blesses good luck
charms used to ward off evil and death. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 8, 13
Osaka- (Effutu- Ghana) She Is a disease goddess associated with stomach
disorders. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 23
Oshu- (Yoruba- Nigeria) She is a moon goddess. Also Oshupa, Osu. [Ann
and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 6
Oshun- (Yoruba- Nigeria) She is a fresh water goddess who encompasses
many aspects. When she is called Oshun Ana she is associated with
luxury and matters of love. When she is Oshun Telargo she is
considered the epitome of modesty. When she is Oshun Yeye Moro she
is considered coy and demure. She is one of Shango’s three wives.
[Ann and Imel, 1993: Beier, 1980; Leach, 1992] 8,15, 21, 22
Ovia- (Yoruba-Benin) She is a water goddess associated with rivers. She is
one of Shango’s wives. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 8
Oxun- (Yoruba- Nigeria) She is a goddess who appears as a mermaid and is
Shango’s second wife. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 30
Oya- (Yoruba- Nigeria) She is the goddess of the Niger River who is believed
to be very aggressive and violent. Her followers invoke her to protect
them in disputes. Some depict her as an ugly bearded goddess. One
tale indicates that she is responsible for giving Shango the power of fire
and lightening. She is the third wife of Shango who was trapped in her
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human form when he stole her antelope skin. Another tale depicts Oya’s
tumultuous relationship with her husband, Shango, in which she is
responsible for his decent into the underworld. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Beier, 1980; Booth, 1977; Gleason, 1987; Leach, 1992] 8, 13, 16, 25
Pe- (Mbuti- Dem. Rep. Congo) She is a moon goddess associated with fertility.
[Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 6, 14
Pregnant Woman- (Efe- Nigeria) She is one of the first humans whose
disobedience resulted in bringing death to earth. [Ann and Imel, 1993]
5, 17, 25
Puikani- (Anyanja- Malawi) She is the second wife of the moon. She unlike her
co-wife, feeds him very well thus causing his wax from wane. See
Chekechani. [Leach, 1992] 6
Quabso- (Sandawe- Tanzania) She is the moon goddess responsible for
fertility and rain. She may not be considered an entity, but rather a
concept. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 6, 12, 14
Ra- (Hausa- Nigeria) She is the goddess of thunder and lightening. With her
husband, the rainbow spirit, she brings rain. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Leach, 1992] 12
Rakembaranu- (Bara- Madagascar) She is a water goddess associated
specifically with the Sihanaki lineage. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 8, 27
Randa- (Hausa- Nigeria) Randa is a fire goddess. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach,
1992] 31
Ricana- (Hausa- Nigeria) She is a goddess associated with eye disease. It is
believed by her followers that the sacrifice of a gray-necked, black
chicken will protect them from eye ailments. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach,
1992] 23, 29
Sabbath- (Falasha/Galla- Ethiopia) She is the daughter of the supreme being.
Also Sambata. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 3
Sabulana- (Machakeni- Africa) She is a goddess responsible for saving her
people from starvation. Because the people did not observe the
appropriate sacrificial customs, the earth disallowed them food.
Sabulana bargained on her peoples’ behalf with the ancestors. In return
for continued adherence to religious sacrifices, the earth returned its
bounty to the people. Sabulana and her mother were honored for her
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success through chief appointments. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Monaghan,
1981] 13,26,29
Sama Bolowa- (Akan- Ghana) She is the goddess of the nether world. [Ann
and Imel, 1993] 5
Sambata- (Galla- Ethiopia) She is the daughter of the supreme being. Also
Sabbath. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 3
Sarawniya- (Hausa- Nigeria) She is the goddess associated with infertility. Her
followers believe she is responsible for impotence, and the end of
menstruation. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 14,22,23
Sela- (Luhya/Luyia- Kenya) She is the first woman. She was created to give
the sun a reason to shine. She and her children resided in a house built
on stilts to protect them from the primordial monsters. Her children
eventually climbed down to the earth and began the human race. [Ann
and Imel, 1993; Monaghan, 1981] 4, 28
Seta- (Suk- Kenya) She is the pleiadean goddess whose husband is Tororut,
the sky. Her son is Topogh. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992; Mbiti,
1970] 6
Shashaya- (Hadzapi- Tanzania) She is the granddaughter of the moon and
sun, and the goddess of the morning star. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach,
1992] 6
Sia Jatta Bari- (Sudan) She is a goddess who is believed to have engaged in
an unnatural union with a snake. This act brought her great shame and
unhappiness. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 17
Sierra Leone Goddess- (Mende- Sierra Leone) She is a goddess associated
with the transition of childhood into womanhood, and is a protector of
women. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 13,14, 22
Silla- (Soninke- West Africa) She is one of the reincarnations, or aspects, of the
goddess Wagadu. [Frobenius, and Fox, 1983] 15
Sky Woman of Nuer- (Nuer- Sudan) She is a sky goddess responsible for
man’s mortality. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 5, 6
So- (Pangwe- Nigeria) She is a moon goddess who is sometimes considered
to be bi-gendered. Also Sogbo. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 6
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Sodza- (Ewe-Togo) She is the goddess of thunder, who with her husband, the
God of lightening, chases away evil spirits with their sound and light.
[Ann and Imel, 1993] 12, 13
Sogbo- (Fon- Benin) She is a sky goddess loosely associated with weather
and rain. Also So. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 6,12
Songi- (Bantu- South Africa) Songi is a creation goddess. She is responsible
for the ritual filing of the Bantu women’s teeth. Also Nsomeka. [Ann and
Imel, 1993] 4,29
Soris- (Khoikhoin- South Africa) Also lUrisis. [Ann and Imel, 1993]
Tabhi-yiri- (Ghana) She is the goddess responsible for drownings off the Gold
Coast. Her husband is Tabhi. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 17, 25
Tamara- (Biliforn- West Africa) She is a supreme being for the Biliforn people.
[Ann and Imel, 1993] 1
Tamuno- (Ijaw/Kalabari- Nigeria) She is a supreme being who is responsible
for the creation of all life, and the earth. She is believed to unite each
living creature with its soul, and she oversees that union throughout the
life cycle. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach 1992] 1,4, 7, 14, 26
Tano- (Akan- Ghana) She is the Akan moon goddess, who is also considered
to be bi-gendered, or male. Also Twumpuduro. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Leach, 1992; McCall, 1982] 6
Tega- (Kasene- Ghana) She is the earth goddess, whose husband is the sky
god. We. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 7
Tenga/Tenga Wende- (Mossi- Senegal) She is the earth goddess associated
with justice. She is responsible for the punishment of those who commit
immoral acts. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 7, 18
Ten’gono- (Nankanse- Ghana) She is an earth goddess. Her husband is Yini,
the sky god. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 7
Tenye Te’en- (Nigeria) She is a goddess associated with love, marriages, and
faithfulness. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 21
Thamuatz- (Kabyl- Algeria) She is one of two who were the first living creatures
on earth. She and her partner, Itherther, were buffalo said to have been
separated on earth. When her partner thought of her, the semen he
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produced turned into the other wild animals. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 28,
30
Tingoi- (Mende- Sierra Leone) Tingoi is a water goddess who lives at the
bottom of the river. [Leach, 1992] 8
Tintai- (Isal- Ghana) Tintai is an earth goddess, whose husband is Wea. Also
Tinten. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 7
Tinten- (Isal- Ghana) Also Tintai. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992]
Tji-wara- (Bambara- Nigeria/Mali) She is a goddess associated with
agriculture. Her worshipers sacrifice to appease her thus insuring
abundant crops. Also Chi-wara. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 10, 29
Tohar-tsireur- (Ghana) It is believed that this goddess lives in a rock near the
Cape Coast. She is benevolent towards women. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Leach, 1992] .13, 22,25
Tokpodun- (Fon- Benin) She is a water goddess who transformed herself into a
river to escape her brothers in the sea. She is the daughter of Agbe, and
Naete. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 8,30
Topogh- (Suk-Kenya) She is the first born goddess of Seta, and the sky god,
Tororut. She is associated with the evening star. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Leach, 1992; Mbiti, 1970] 6
Totole- (Ga- Ghana) She is a water goddess, associated with a lagoon. [Ann
and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 8
Tsetse- (Bushongo- Dem. Rep. Congo) She is the goddess of lightning who
was banished to the sky for her disruptive nature. Also Tsetse Bumba.
[Ann and Imel, 1993: Leeming, 1994] 12, 17
Twumpuduro-(Akan-Ghana) Also Tano. [Ann and Imel, 1993]
Uhlanga- (Zulu- Natal/ Thonga- Delagoa Bay) She is considered the
personification of the swamp, who married Umvellinqangi, the sky god.
The Zulu tell that he broke off sacred reeds found growing in Uhlanga
and thus created all of the different types of men. The variation in the
color of the reeds explains man’s varied skin tones. See Unkulunkulu.
[Knappert, 1977; Werner, 1968] 4, 8, 30
Unkulunkulu- (Zulu/Thonga- South Africa) She is a creation goddess who with
her husband created all the Zulu/Thonga and everything else. It is said
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that she originally emerged from a cane. Another perspective is that
Unkulunkulu are actually the offspring or original peoples from the union
of the swamp and the sky god. See Uhlanga. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Knappert, 1977; Leach 1992; Werner, 1968] 4
lUrisis- (Khoikhoin- South Africa) She is a sun goddess whose husband is
Tsui, the storm god. Also Soris. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 6
Usiququmadevu- (Zulu- South Africa) She is said to be bearded and with a
humpback. She is a malevolent goddess believed to devour children.
[Ann and Imel, 1993] 17, 30
‘Uwardaw- (Maguzawa- Nigeria) She is a goddess associated with forest
spirits. Her followers worship her through goat sacrifice in hopes of
curing paralysis. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 9, 23, 29
Wagadu- (Fulbe/Soninke- Western Africa) She is a goddess associated with
power and strength. Her name comes from a lost city. AlsoAgada,
Dierra, Ganna, and Silla. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Frobenius, and Fox,
1983] 15,25
Watamaraka- (South Africa) She is the evil goddess whose progeny are all
demons. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 17
Wife of Orisha Oko- (Yoruba- Nigeria) She is the goddess of agriculture. She is
associated with farming and harvesting. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 10
Woman With One Breast- (Lala- Zambia/Zimbabwe) She is the Supreme
Being, and creator of the cosmic pair Lesa and his sister/wife Mushili.
[Munday, 1942] 1
Woyengi- (Ijaw- Nigeria) She is a water goddess known as ‘The Great Mother.”
She is a creation goddess responsible for human life. She molded the
first people from a pile of dirt, and then breathed life into them. [Ann and
Imel, 1993; Beier, 1966; Leach, 1992; Learning, 1994] 4, 8
Yalode- (Fon- Benin) She is a goddess associated with agriculture. Her
worshipers make cowrie shell offerings to her in hopes of avoiding foot
infections. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992] 10, 23, 29
Yemaja- (Yoruba- Nigeria) Through an incestuous relationship with her son,
this goddess gave birth to fifteen lesser deities. One myth relates how
Yemaja fell to the earth where her belly grew and her breasts produced
the waters of the earth. [Freund, 1965; Leach, 1992] 4
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Yemonja- (Yoruba- Nigeria) She is a water goddess, and a creation goddess.
Aganju is both her brother and her husband. [Ann and Imel, 1993;
Leach, 1992] 4, 8
Ymoja- (Yoruba- West Africa) She is a river goddess associated with issues of
women's fertility. Women sacrifice yams and fowl to her in hope of
retaining their fertility. [Ann and Imel, 1993; Leach, 1992; Monaghan,
1981] 8. 14,22,29
Yemowo- (Yoruba- Nigeria) This goddess is worshiped at Ife-lfe. Her husband
isObatala. [Booth, 1977] 25
Yenmanja- (Yoruba- Nigeria) Also Yemonja. [Ann and Imel, 1993]
Yukanye- (Bari- Sudan) She is a mother goddess who takes the form of a
python. [Ann and Imel, 1993] 4, 30
Zendere- (Shona- Zimbabwe) Zendere is the youthful female aspect of the




The fields of folklore and mythology have been dominated by the male
perspective. This one dimensional perspective has included an imbalance in
the power between the researched and the researcher, and has affected what
has been considered worthy of study. When women have been studied, they
have often been stereotyped as frail, or insignificant. If they were described in
the folklore as powerful, their power was usually portrayed in negative roles as
malevolent entities. In my own extensive survey of African goddesses,
however, I have identified only sixteen who appear to be associated with
malevolence. I have identified thirty one “Goddesses associated with death or
the underworld.” Yet, I have not generally included these goddesses in the
“Malevolent goddess” category. I have found only five goddesses who can be
categorized as both malevolent, and associated with death. The information I
have on these five goddesses required their categorization as malevolent
because it was clear that through transgression, or as punishment, death was a
negative consequence. In the case of the remaining twenty six goddesses
associated with death, however, there is no indication that death in and of itself
is considered negative or malevolent in relation to these goddesses. In fact,
three of the “Goddesses associated with death or the underworld” are actually
co-referenced with “Benevolent goddesses,” two are co-referenced with
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“Goddesses associated with the life cycle;” and seven are co-referenced with
“Creation goddess/Mother goddess.” Furthermore, out of the thirty two
categories I propose only “Malevolent goddesses,” and “Goddesses associated
with maladies” (five of which actually can be called upon to protect from illness)
are categories inherently associated with negative power. In my own research I
have found plentiful evidence of the widespread presence of powerful, often
benevolent goddesses who are central to African mythology. My findings
suggest that in African mythology, the representation of women’s power has
been less than accurate.
It is specifically within the mythic cycles that we see powerful African
women, and it is not just an occasional glimpse but an overwhelming presence.
Excluding Egyptian goddesses, I have catalogued 338 African goddesses, and
categorized them into thirty two identifications including Supreme Beings,
Mother goddesses. Fire goddesses. Shape shifting goddesses, and Water
goddesses. Yet, a cursory look at the research would indicate that Africa is
sparsely populated with goddesses. As discussed before folklore and
mythology scholarship has long been tainted by underlying racist attitudes.
Racially-based theories have led to a tendency to underestimate the
intelligence and creativity of cultures where myth exists while assuming the
superiority of the researcher’s culture. In direct terms this has been interpreted
as Western culture being smarter, more creative, and more intellectually
advanced than any other culture. Fortunately, key scholars such as Victor
Turner, Bronislaw Malinowski, and Claude Levi-Strauss began to change this
racist and archaic assumption. Current researchers such as Serenity Young,
Kay Stone, and others I have mentioned, are continuing to demand a change
from the old perspective. In tribute to Levi-Strauss, and in accordance with
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Wendy Doniger O’Flaherty, I discuss my principally taxonomist research using a
pluralisti approach. In other words, I will relate my findings by using many
perspectives in contribution to the ethnologist approach, the cognitionist
approach, and the taxonomist approach.
The Pluralistic Approach
The ethnological approach was defined early on by the Euhemorist
belief that gods and goddesses were deified historical figures. Underlying this
belief was a condescension toward man’s ability to create myths. Although I
have classified five African goddesses as “Deified royalty/Goddess associated
with a particular lineage,” in no way can a case be made that supports
Euhemerism with respect to all African goddesses.
Although the solarist perspective was also disproved when cultures
underwent a closer study, I have found fifty nine “Celestial goddesses.” In fact,
“Celestial goddesses” are the second most popular goddess type. Given the
abundance of these goddesses it is easy to see how the solarist theory was
conceived, however, underlying the solarist approach was a belief that all myths
came from a parent Aryan culture, which was discredited by Sir James Frazer
and others. Perhaps future research could focus on the types of “Celestial
goddess,” to illuminate her importance.
The functionalists concerned themselves with the relationships between
myth and culture in two primary areas: myth as a function of society, and myth
as a function of religion. Some aspects of the functionalist perspective have
been disproven through rigorous research. For example, not all goddess
1 Wendy Doniger O’Flaherty,Women, Androgynes, andOtherMythical Beasts
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980), 5-7.
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worshiping culture groups are matrilineal societies. I have found several
categories of goddesses that reflect myth as a function of society. The first is:
“Goddess associated with justice or punishment,” with nine African goddesses
indicated. The second is: “Goddess associated with love, sex, and
relationships,” with eleven goddesses indicated. The third is: “Goddesses
associated with wealth (property, belongings), or power,” with fourteen
goddesses identified. With respect to the theory that myth is a function of
religion, I have indicated two categories: “Goddesses associated with magic, or
divination,” with four African goddesses indicated, and “Goddess associated
with ritual, dance, music, or ceremony,” with twenty seven goddesses indicated.
All of these goddesses could possibly by analyzed from a functionalist
perspective through a recategorization of the goddesses into those based
specifically on social function. It would require much more research to obtain
primary source information about the goddesses and the original texts of the
myths themselves. A cooperative element to this suggested study might be from
the “structural-functionalist” approach. By reexamining the African goddess
myths of some cultures through current research, changes in the structure and
content of myth over time could be compared to the changes in communal
interests. This further inquiry might also provide a commentary on nationalism
in Africa as a function of myth.
The cognitionist approach, derived primarily from the theories of Freud
and Jung, was unforgiving in its portrayal of non-Europeans as incapable of
independent thought and creativity. These psychoanalysts did, however, speak
to the concept of psychological universality among men as evidenced by
archetypes. The two classic archetypal categories are: “Creation
goddess/Mother goddess,” with sixty African goddesses indicated, and
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“Goddess associated with the life cycle (birth, fertility, procreation, resurrection),”
with thirty-nine goddesses indicated. These two categories represent the most
popular goddess category, and the sixth most popular goddess category
respectively. The symbolists, namely Victor Turner, made a significant
contribution to the study of myths in exploring the complexity of mythological
symbols. It is this element of the cognitionist perspective that I have found to be
most relevant. In categorizing these African goddesses I have discovered that
most of them are categorized in at least two categories. James Preston
discusses the complexity of the mother goddess stating that he has found at
least four aspects of this type of goddess alone. I have no doubt that a similar
analysis could be performed on the other thirty one goddess categories with
similar results.
The taxonomists have provided a very useful framework from which to
compare myths. However, they failed to achieve a reliable means by which to
trace tale transmission. Be that as it may, the Africanists (Klipple, Arewa,
Lambrecht, and others) have successfully filled the void by cataloging a
multitude of African tales. The formalists were able to break down myths into
smaller segments which simplified comparison of mythic content between
cultures. This cross-cultural approach was influential in undermining the early
racist ideology of folklore and mythological scholarship by highlighting common
themes. My research is structurally a taxonomist undertaking. I have identified
338 African goddesses, and counted them into thirty two categories. Of these
338 goddesses, 195 have multiple categories, with the largest number of
categories held by any one goddess being seven. I have not assigned any
order of importance to the categories, other than a belief that “Supreme
Being/Female aspect of the Supreme Being” is probably the most powerful role
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a deity plays cross-culturally. Amongst these African goddesses there are
thirteen Supreme Beings. As a research tool, I believe that my catalogue of
African goddesses will be beneficial to other scholars as a launching point for
further research.
Feminists are making demands for more equal representation between
men and women in the areas of research, representation as those who are
researched, as well as more equal representation in the publishing of research.
Although I did not conduct any field research in this study, I continue to support
the demands of other feminists in these areas. This research has been valuable
to me because it has provided me an opportunity to honor these powerful
African goddesses, where they have been overlooked before. I have been able
to make their presence known. The complexity of these goddesses is
evidenced through the multiplicity of their roles and traits. De-emphasized in
the past by Euro-male scholars, these goddesses now have taken their rightful
position in folklore and mythology scholarship. It is my hope that this research
will be used by future scholars to build a further understanding of these
powerful African women.
APPENDIX ONE
The following is a list of African groups and their Goddesses. I have
listed the goddesses to their specific culture where possible, othenwise they are
noted under the larger group name (for example: I have listed some goddesses
under the name Bantu due to lack of specific information about the culture
group from whom the information was gathered). I have also attempted to
update the names of the countries, or regions, to coincide with current African
boundaries (for example: Rhodesia has been replaced with Zambia/Zimbabwe).
African Culture Groups With Goddesses
Akan (Ghana/West Africa): Abu-mehsu, Amelenwa, Amponyinamoa, Asaasa
Aberewa, Asase Afua, Asase, Yaa, Bele Alua, Buruku, Edinkira, Ngame,
Ntoa, Nyame Mowia, Obosom, Sama Bolowa,Tano, Twumpuduro
Alur (Dem. Rep. Congo): Niachero
Amba (Uganda/Dem. Rep. Congo): Nyakala
Amhara (Ethiopia): Maryam
Anyanja (Malawi): Chekechani, Puikani
Asante (Ghana/Ivory Coast): Aberewa, Aberewa Awukuwa, Asante Death
Goddess (Asante name unknown), Asase Yaa, katarwiri, Nyame
Ba-hima/Ba-iru (Uganda): Ba-iru Old Woman
Baga (Guinea): Nimba
Bakongo (Congo): Nzambi
Bakuba (Dem. Rep. Congo): Nchienge
Bambara (Nigeria/Mali): Musso Koroni Koundye, Nyale, Tji-wara
Bantu (Southern Africa): Nsomeka, Nyante, Songi
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Basoga (Uganda): Naikwulo, Nalongo, Nawandyo
Bemba (Zambia): Bwalya Chabala
Berber (North Africa): Kabyle First Woman (Kabyle name unknown)
Biliforn (West Africa): Tamara
Bini (Nigeria): Greedy Woman (Bini name unknown)
Bushmen (Botswana/Namibia/South Africa): Bushmen First Girl (Bushmen
name unknown), Bushmen Moon Goddess (Bushmen name unknown),
Dasse, G!kon//’amdima, Huntu Katt!! Katten, Hyrax, Khworalma, Ko
Bushongo (Congo): Bushongo Earth Mother, Tsetse
Bwiti (Gabon): Nyingwan Mebege
Dinka (Sudan): Abuk, Acek, Amou, Dinka First Woman (Dinka name unknown)
Djaga (Tanzania): Djaga Woman (Djaga name unknown)
Dogon (Mali): Dogon Earth Mother (Dogon name unknown), Dogon Sun
Goddess (Dogon name unknown), Nommo, Nummo
Dorobo (Kenya): Araua, Arava
Efe (Nigeria): Pregnant Woman (Efe name unknown)
Efik (Nigeria): Atai
Effutu (Ghana): Abena Budu, Abenawa, Abowie, Ewuraba, Kokobi, Osaka
Ekoi (Cameroon/NIgeria/West Africa): Chi, Eko Obasi, Isong, Nimm, Obasi
Nsi
Ewe (Togo): Anyigba, Gleti, Mawu, Mawu Lisa, Mawu Sodza, Sodza
Falasha (Ethiopia): Sabbath
Fang (Gabon): Mbongwe, Nyingwan Mebege
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Fon (Benin/Gambia/Nigeria): Abe, Afrekete, Agbe, Aizu, Akazu, Aviekete,
Ayaba, Aziri, Dahomean Moon Woman (Fon name unknown), Dan, Ezili,
Fa, Gbadu, Lesa, Leza, Lisa, Lissa, Mahu, Mawa, Mawu, Mawu-Lisa,
Minona, Nae, Naete, Nana Buluku, Nana-Buruku, Nana Jakpa, Nyohwe
Ananu, Onile,Sogbo, Tokpodun, Yalode
Fulbe (West Africa): Agada, Dierra, Ganna, Wagadu
Ga (Ghana): Akpitoko, Ashiakle, Chade, Na Afiye, Na Bake, Na Dede Oyeadu,
Na Yo, Odame, Totole
Galla (Ethiopia): Atete, Sabbath, Sambata
Ganda (Uganda): Ganda First Woman (Ganda name unknown), Mukasa,




Hadzapi (Tanzania): Maine, Shashaya
Hausa (Nigeria): Cigoro, Dada, Dangira, Dariya, Dorina, Gyangya’di, ‘Inna,
Karama, Koki, Kyanwa, Makasa, Mayramu, Ra, Randa, Ricana,
Sarawniya
Maya (Tanzania): Nyakarembe
Heikum (South Africa): Ises
Herero (Southwestern Africa): Kamaugarunga, Musisi
Moss (Togo): Mawu Sodza
Ibadan (Nigeria): Alsho-Funfun
Ibibo (Nigeria/West Africa): Atai, Eka Abassi, Eko Obasi, Isong, Obasi, Obas Nsi
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Ibo (Nigeria): Aha Njoku, Aja, Ake, Ala, Alo, Ana, Ane, Ani, Chi, Chineke, Imo,
Namaku
Idoma (Nigeria): Aje, Ije
Igala (Nigeria): Enepke
Ijaw (Nigeria): Ogboinba, Tamuno, Woyengi
Iraqu (Tanzania): Loa
Irawak (Guinea): Orehu
Isal (Ghana): Tintai, Tinten
Issansu (Tanzania): Isamba
Junkun (Nigeria): Ama
Kabyl (Algeria): Kabyle First Woman (Kabyl name unknown, may be
synonamous with Thamuatz), Thamuatz
Kalahari (Nigeria): Data, Ekineba, Ignoni, Tamuno
Kariak (Sudan): Mother of Food (Kariak name unknown)
Kasene (Ghana): Tega
Kiga (Uganda): Nyabahasa, Nyabibuya, Nyabingi
Kimbi (Sudan): Mweji, Mwezi
Kikuyu (Kenya): Moombi
KhoiKhoin (Southern Africa): Coti, KhoiKhoin Mother Goddess, Soris, lUrisis
Kono (Guinea/Sierra Leone): Dugbo, Kono First Woman (Kono name
unknown)
Konjo (Uganda): Kaikara, Nyabahasa, Nyabibuya, Nyabingi
Krachi (Togo): Asase Ya, Krachi Woman (Krachi name unknown)
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Lala (Zambia/Zimbabwe): Lisa, Mushili, Woman With One Breast (Lala name
unknown)
Lango (Uganda): Atida, Jok, Min Jok
Lozi/Malozi (Zambia): Nasifele
Lugbara (Uganda/Dem. Rep. Congo): Meme
Luhya/Luyia (Kenya): Sela
Lunda (Zambia/Zimbabwe): Lunda First Woman (Lunda name unknown)
Luyi (Zambia): Nasilele
Machakeni (possibly Dem. Rep. Congo or Sudan): Sabulana




Makoni (Zimbabwe): Massassi, Morongo
Mande (Mali): Musso Koroni Koundye
Margi (Nigeria): li
Masai (Kenya/Tanzania/Uganda): Masai Moon Goddess (Masai name
unknown), Nmabi, Neiterogob, Ol-apa
Mbolli (Nigeria): Nkike
Mbundu (Angola): Kuanja, Muhogo
Mbuti (Dem. Rep. Congo): Pe




Mossi (Senegal): Tenga, Tenga Wende
Mtawara (Zimbabwe): Mashongavudzi
Mundang (Congo): Mebeli
Nankanse (Ghana): Mwarega, Namboa, Ten’gono
Ngombe (Dem. Rep. Congo): Mbokomu, Mobokomu
Nkum (Nigeria): Aprija
Nkundu (Dem. Rep. Congo): Itumbalombe
Nuer (Sudan): Buk, Candit, Nyadeang, Nyaliep, Sky Woman of Nuer (Nuer
name unknown)
Nyamwezi (Tanzania): Nyamwezi First Woman (Nyamwezi name unknown)








Senufu (Ivory Coast/Mali): Kono
Shilluk (Sudan): Crocodile Woman, Deung Abok, Nikaiva
Shona (Zimbabwe): Dziva, Jezanna, Mbuya, Zendere
Soninke (West Africa): Agada, Dierra, Ganna, Silla, Wagadu
Sonrai (Nigeria): Harrakoi Dikko
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Suk (Kenya): Seta, Topogh
Swazi (Swaziland): Nombukulwane
Taveta (Tanzania): Koko Mwezi
Temne (Sierra Leone): Koki





Wakaranga (Zimbabwe): Evening Star of Wakaranga (Wakaranga name
unknown), Morning Star of Wakaranga (Wakaranga name unknown)
Wapare (Sudan): Mweji, Mwezi
Woyo (Dem. Rep. Congo): Bunzi, Kambizi, Mboze
Yachi (Nigeria): Mbache
Yoruba (Benin/Nigeria/West Africa): Aja, Ato, Egungun-oya, Elusu, lyania,
Morimi, Nana-Buruku, Oba, Obanene, Obatala, Odu, Odudua, Oduduwa,
Oduwa, Olokun, Olosa, Onile, Oshu, Oshun, Ovia, Oxun, Oya, Wife od
Orisha Oko (Yoruba name unknown), Yemaja, Yemonja, Ymoja,
Yemowo, Yenmanja
Zulu (Natal/South Africa): Inkosazana, Inkosikasi, Mbaba Mwana Waresa,
Nomkubulwana/Nomkuwane, Uhlanga, Unkulunkulu, Usiququmadevu
APPENDIX TWO
MAPS OF AFRICA INDICATING GODDESSES
The following maps reflect the current African national boundaries. In my
research neither Eritrea, nor Djibouti are referenced as countries where
goddesses are found, probably due to the more recent creation of these
counties. I have not included them as indicated when Ethiopia is
indicated, although it is possible that there is a culture group (Galla) in
which goddesses are found that resides in Eritrea, or Djibouti. This may
also be the case for Liberia, Guinea Bissau, and others. Further research
is needed to determine the actual culture group locations independent of
national boundaries for a more accurate representation of the areas in
which goddesses exist. For the purpose of indicating the general
locations of African culture groups in which goddesses are found the
following maps are adequate.
Maps
1. African Culture Groups With Goddesses
2. Creation and Mother Goddesses With Death Goddesses
3. Earth Goddesses With Celestial Goddesses




African Culture Groups With Goddesses
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Map Two
Creation and Mother Goddesses With Death Goddesses
vvvw
Creation goddess/Mother goddess (type #4)
Goddess associated with death or the underworld (type #5)
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Map Three
Earth Goddesses With Celestial Goddesses
Earth goddess (type # 7)
Celestial goddess (type #6)
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Map Four
Goddess as Supreme Being or Related to Supreme Being
(type #3)
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